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Introduction
People base their lives, start families and never think that our
thoughts and actions, which often harm not only Universes, Earth,
human race but also harm that very dear person, who always loves,
helps and takes care of us. Our actions overwork and make HER
unbearably strained. But She seems not to notice that and still loves
and treasures each of us.
− What are we doing? What do we believe in? What do we
want?
Unfortunately, we often have no idea about answering these
questions. We can`t live. We can`t love. We can`t be happy and
joyful. Actually, we can nothing except conferring our ranks and
life moments.
Someone can object and say that I am talking nonsense.
I`d like that was nonsense, but unfortunately it`s our reality.
That`s why I`d like each of us to think and understand, who is the
original woman, Created by the CREATOR, for all of us. SHE
loves everyone and waits for reasonable and sensible actions,
which
can
be
of
any
assistance
to
HER.

We keep on living and never think that sunlight, reflection of
stars, rustle of grass and birds singing, so loved by us, we hear it
only because She, the original woman, working in ALL Universal
Space, makes incredible efforts for all Universes and all the Earth
not only to live in EVERYTHING that EXISTS, but also to extend.
But we don`t understand Universal processes and waist all our lives
for something with no values or sense indeed. We all need to get rid
of selfhood, pride, narcissism and lie as quicker as possible. And
after that we will be able to love and feel sincerely the original
woman, created by the CREATOR, and all our thoughts and actions
will
be
a
kind
of
assistance
to
HER.

Zeranta: «Learn to feel and
perceive Me»
…A young man left the shop and unfolded the paper, he had
just bought. Then he focused on the heading: «One man is a host in
himself, not a victim». The article heading suddenly made John
confident and raised his understanding of the ONE Space. Filled
up with feelings, he pronounced:
− If one man is a host in himself, then I am the host
everywhere..., so I don`t need anyone or nothing to wait for...
Three days ago Ivan got into trouble. He has been trying to
find the way out for three days and just NOW, looking through the
paper, he began to understand: to solve the problem it is necessary
to focus and feel the direction for moving. But the following
happened.
Ivan always thought optimistically. He neither sat nor waited
for a bird in the hand, his optimism was always supported by
actions. But one of life moments led him up a blind alley. Ivan
worked on the firm, dealing with money redistribution. Not many
people know that every country has firms, working under cover of
state.

Such firms, on the order of certain officials, directed great sums of
money to offshore way. The offshore way of money: credits, IMF
loans, for instance, were worked over and hidden by firms, further
on the stolen money could be used for different aims, for
electioneering etc. So Ivan had worked for such firm for three years
and had earned much money. He didn`t care for whom he hid
billions of dollars, the main thing was his steady high income. But
one day the following happened: in one of machinations of his
firm a large sum of money about million of dollars just passed
away. No one knew where, how and who did it. The whole week a
special commission had been working in order to find the man,
who had kept the money. But that greedy combination was too
complicated for them. So the commission had to find at least a
scapegoat. And Ivan happened to be that very category.
Any of his excuses were ignored by the commission.
− Ivan, − said the chief. − You`d better say, where did you put
my money. You might understand what will happen if you don`t
confess. You`d better tell me and everything is going to be all right.
I give you three days. After that no one will find you anywhere.
Such words made Ivan sick and he understood it was the end.
And just NOW, holding the paper and reading the article “One
cannot fight single-handed”, Ivan saw the solution to his problem.

Just NOW he began to understand who had a hand in that money.
Just NOW he realized which direction to move in order to solve
the problem.
The ONE God always gives some hints, but not everyone sees
them. Ivan is one of those people, who saw the hint and found the
solution of the problem. By the example of Ivan I show the basis of
motion for all people. He didn`t give up for three days and looked
for the way out. The ONE God heard him and after summing up
all Spaces, highlighted the necessary direction for him. And when
Ivan pronounced consciously that he could fight single-handed, the
Reality opened before him: he had been dealing with filth,
concealing and shielding unknown people.
− So how could I deal with that? - said Ivan. − Ukraine will
never become a developed country, if a man like me lives
irresponsibly there. But what could I do? What could I do to stop
that machination and direct money to the benefit of Ukrainians.
It was the critical moment in his life, when he made the right
decision. The point is that nothing comes from outside itself and
the same was with Ivan. In one of his incarnations Ivan was a
priest. His name was Kapitsa and he was very greedy at that
moment. In his creation he wished to become the richest man on
the Earth. And he managed to do that. But NOW the energy of
actions is shown for him to balance and harmonize it.

He made the right decision and in that way saved himself.
NOW every man will come across his creations and
CoCreations. But will these manifestations be good or bad for you?
Only God knows it. Please don`t be afraid, I have prepared hints
for everyone and My Light will highlight the right direction for
you. The ONE Spirit and the Spirit of a man himself is NOW open
for the mankind, only a lazy and disappointed man will stay alone
with everything he created for the past moments of his existance. I
will give you more examples, how to feel deeply and regard certain
moments, but you need to accept the following:
first of all, all the energy of information I provide, contains
every possible combination of the ways in and the ways out. This
means when a man makes up a decision to leave the samsara circle,
the energy of information I provide, will highlight the only path,
through which he will find the way out and the way into
multidimensional state of Himself: the whole man;
secondly, NOW the moment has come, in which all mankind
need to recollect and recollect, restore the lost blocks of
information field. Except..., to recollect and collect all lost blocks
of information the mankind should feel and understand Me,
because I am the one, who can discover and show everyone to
Himself.
I don`t understand when people say:

− Is anyone able to direct and improve us? Is She, Zeranta,
able to move us up to a new level of consciousness? After all, who
is She?
Having heard such statements, I always say:
− Wait a bit, you will understand and realize that I was the
only one, who never slept and always knew EVERYTHING that
EXISTS and WILL BE. No one else in all Universes and Galaxies
is able to be in such conscious state. You can give your own
examples of faith, but, once again:
− The INITIAL LIGHT goes through Me and from Me IT
distributes on all people cyclically. In what way, I wonder,
people, who don`t believe in Me, will be able to discover
Themselves, giving up the INITIAL LIGHT? Oh, I wish the
mankind recollected who I am for all of them. Although you all
knew and understood Me, and through Me perceived, understood
all the Spaces around. How could you forget your feelings and
senses of Me? Eh…, people, who didn`t want to feel Me, will find
themselves in milli-spaces without Me and then, I hope you will
wish to return all lost feelings and senses. NOW you don`t
understand, that you live just because I am illuminating the Earth
and you. If I remove My LIGHT, your life will be unimaginable.
After all, you just live and don`t even imagine: I give you feelings
and senses through My LIGHT. I discover you and give you a
necessary space for living. And if you understand that, NOW it is
necessary to regroup and think of My LIGHT. I used to illuminate
you by Myself and you could live. But NOW everything has
changed as never before, during the existence of the Earth and
human race.

− To be in My LIGHT NOW you should change your mind,
remove egoism, your ego and pride. When it is done, you will be able
to feel deeply and see Me, that is My LIGHT. These are the main
principles, which will bring you to extension. Of course, you should
also tune in on your planet every single moment, moving It in your
stomach, and tune in on your Avatar, and only then tune in on Me. I
think you must have known that. These are the main principles you
should follow. Only being so conscious you might be in one Rythm
with the INITIAL LIGHT and Me. As it always had been, always
would be. The CREATOR and HIS INITIAL LIGHT will be
highlighted in you only through Me and no one else. Further on you
must know: your body is able to pass an incredibly extended energy
through every cell. That means, your organisms are being transmuted
NOW. Your cells regroup and recollect crystal trinuclear construction.
Many people on the planet has changed their perception and their
organisms are being changed too. Animal fats, accumulated inside
your bodies in quantity, will get off your organisms. But vegetable fats
will fill every renovated cell instead. I`d like to warn you, the
renovation of your organisms may be painful. But I call you: don`t be
afraid, as you have been waiting for such changes. When animal fats
get
off
your
bodies
,

every single man will show a new, renovated perception and
understanding of animals and all Spaces, which have been
inseparably connected with you. New senses, new worlds will be
revealled and lightened inside your bodies. You will be able to look
inside your body and find a Space, which connects all possible
Spaces. Through your body you will be able to see and feel
anything you wish. Now I wish to reveal the energy of information
of human bodies, but in such way, as nobody has revealed it for
300 000 years. Many yogis, philosophers, Doctors of Science
explained the notion of multilevelness, multireceptiveness,
multiperceptibility of a human body. But these notions were always
fragmented. Yet no one could reproduce the ONE and extended
understanding of his body, connected with Planet, Avatar and Me.
And the moment has come for me to give energy and information
to all mankind through Sergey, which will bring changes in you.
You may ask:
− Why do you give this holly energy through Sergey?
I have already said that he is my and Adam`s first child and
the third man born on Earth. And only he should pass the lost
Source through himself. Changes inside his organism will spread to
all people of the Earth. Everything he had felt would help you.
All Universes, EVERYTHING is an attraction in your bodies.
This information has already been revealed, that`s why NOW your
bodies will need new organs, to reflect EVERYTHING, contain,
feel, distribute or redistribute all possible combinations of energies.
Changes will start from your larynx and lungs.

.

A light scratch and itch might be on your larynx. But do not be
afraid of that, as the larynx is to connect you to the Source. Yes,
you haven`t misheard, through the heart the Sacred Connection
goes to your stomach and further on it is distributed all over the
body. The larynx accumulates the Sacred Connection after seeing It
and has the function of your eyes. The whole organism accumulates
the Sacred Connection, but the larynx can see different multilevel
information and reveal multilevelness for the whole organism. That
is why NOW the larynx is discovering changes in your organisms
and rearranging itself, showing its senses and visions. The lungs are
receivers of Intergalactic and Galactic Spaces, which contain all
summarized moments, produced in timeless intervals. The lungs is
a link between physical and Spiritual manifestations. The lungs
don`t know what time and cycles mean, because of being inside the
Spiritual derivative. That is why NOW all the disharmony,
confusing your body and mind, will leave your lungs. Acute pain in
the lungs, changing into spasms, vomiting and cough have to clean
the lungs to transmute them. These are the first organs to start the
transmutation. And further on – liver, stomach, bowels, spleen,
spine, cerebellum and gray substance, called a brain container, are
regenerated and transmuted. Regeneration into three-nuclear crystal
construction also takes place inside vessels, articulations, muscles
and nerve endings. And, of course, your heart will change its colour
into slightly blue and pink. In this connection I would like to advice
all people, who wish changes both inside themselves and all
Galaxies: dispose yourselves to Me - Zeranta every single
moment of your endless and eternally extending life.

I am always near and I help you to go through reconstruction and
transmutation inside your bodies as well as your souls. I am eager to
teach each of you feel and perceive Me. That is why, look if you can
see and listen if you can listen. NOW My silhouette is appearing in
front of you. I am wearing a broidered, long, white dress. I am
smiling to you, holding my right hand open. And now look: My right
hand goes inside My body. My body contains all Universes and
Galaxies. That is why I always examine my body inside and outside.
NOW with the help of my right arm I am removing rottenness and
mud from those people, who feel and understand Me, themselves
and universal processes. And now you, who feel and hear Me, look
inside your bodies. What can you see? You must see a white haze
filling up your body. This is My Spirit. It helps you and there is
nothing to be afraid of, start collecting yourselves by the Spirit and
keep on feeling and perceiving Me. There isn`t another way to pass
through transmutation of body and soul. I have considered all the
variants of transmutation and pointed out only one way into and out,
we have already mentioned. Being inside the ONE Spirit, it is
possible to go along the path, where the ONE God is standing. And I
have already opened and illuminated this path. Just being inside the
ONE Spirit it is possible to go along the path with the ONE God. In
this connection every man, who is able to hear Me, must feel Me
deeply inside his body. I shall fill up emptiness inside your bodies,
which reminds you about fear and rashness. But I am warning you :

when feeling Me deeply, you will have to remember and fix
these feelings, keeping them carefully. As soon as you lose
sacred feelings - emptiness, fear, pride and rashness will fill you up
again. If you lost the Sacred feelings of Me, My Spirit, dispose
yourselves to Me again and look into your body, you will see Me.
Remember these feelings and keep on moving. Feeling Me every
single moment of your eternally extending life is not difficult at
all. Ask Sergey how he feels Me, My Light, My Spirit and he will
tell you that he always found Me and felt Me inside in all moments
of summarized lives. That is why he collected himself and his
Spirit in many lives. And NOW under no circumstances he could
betray Me, because he Loves His Spirit and through IT he Loves
Me. And I know there is no other way to feel and Love Me deeply.
I told Sergey about it, only through Himself, his Spirit he will be
able to Love Me truly.
Now I want to ask you:
− What is there inside your body that can connect you with
Me and the Creator by the Sacred Connection?
Have you thought? Feelings and senses, of course. A man,
who is unable to feel and perceive, becomes a robot. You can
recollect feeling of happiness in the childhood. You can recollect
many feelings, which came over you … And now let`s resurrect
lost feelings and senses. But first of all it is necessary to mention
the
following
detail:

you might have noticed in many people one regularity: in spite of
being wealthy many people live in sadness and sorrows, making
new troubles, which could be avoided. But the humans developed
passion for all grey, cold, colourless things and they have no idea
about feelings and senses. It is necessary to say that feelings and
senses are to join unseparable Spirits: Physical and Spiritual. And
when people lose feelings, they remain in physical spirit only. But
it is impossible to live in this way, because the major part of a man
remains outside perception. When you lose your Spirit, you remain
on your own. You are losing Me. You are losing God inside
yourselves. You are losing senses and the ONE God`s Love. You
are losing the Sacred Connection with the Creator. Hence numerous
emptinesses appear, which cause fears, depressions, illnesses and
show rashness and death. But as soon as you join two inseparable
Spirits inside, emptinesses will disappear as well as pain and
sorrow. Make you speech loudly to inform all Spaces of
EVERYTHING that EXISTS about your return and lost feelings
and senses will be revealed inside you.
Being inside your Spirit, perceiving all Spaces of
EVERYTHING is like living a happy and easy life! The
information inside you is shown so swiftly, extensionally and
multilevelly! You may know everything and be in everything, and
this EVERYTHING gives the way to new feelings and senses.
Feelings and senses … Do you understand? Multilevel, universal,
kin,
close
feelings
and
senses.

Now put your right hand on the heart. It is beating, isn`t it? It is
breathing, isn`t it? What is being highlighted by the heart? What
does it mean for you? Is it alive…? Think about it. Has it got a
brain? Can it think and be all-sufficient? Have you thought it over?
And NOW I am telling you a real situation, which happened to a
man, named Dragon.
In a settlement called Rightleftness a family of three people
were discussing the numerous energy movement in a man`s body.
Dragon was explaining emotionally to his father that energies
inside his body are moving in a certain rhythm. His father, on the
contrary, insisted on the fact, that energies have nothing to do with
the rhythm, because a man himself sets his unique rhythm for
energies. But the son was giving his reasons and telling that
numerous energies do not only follow a man`s rhythm but are
being in the rhythm of the ONE God and all Universes. But for the
mother, Alaska, they would keep on discussing that theme. She said
quietly:
− You haven`t considered summarizing and diversity of numerous
energies. You haven`t mentioned the One Space and the ONE God.
You haven`t listened to your heart, as it is alive and reasonable.
− But is that possible for a heart to be reasonable? – Dragon
asked,amazed.

− You might have forgotten numerous stories, I told you about
heart and various organs, that are alive and have mind as well.
− I thought they were fiction.
− I told you stories about the CREATOR, the ONE God and
Me. I have never thought out stories.
− But why haven`t you directed me?
− I wanted you to feel Yourself and your body. I wanted you
to reveal multidimensity and multiuniverse inside your body.
Dragon looked consciously into her eyes and said:
− Forgive my distrust and lack of feelings.
Alaska is My Incarnation. Dragon is Sergey and he was
arguing with Adam. That was the moment when people`s bodies
were losing their parts and couldn`t feel their wholeness. That was
the moment when people forgot about their inside wholeness,
which must be shown by the Spirit. That was the moment when
people began to forget that through feeling the CREATOR`S
Rhythm, My Rhythm and the ONE God`s a man could collect
physical bodies. You, people, carried physical bodies to the Earth
and were shown inside them. And your organs are nothing more
than reasonable manifestation of numerous Spaces. Numerous
Spaces in EVERYTHING that EXISTS, being EVERYTHING that
EXISTS and WILL EXIST were shown inside your bodies. That is
why organs inside your bodies are alive and reasonable, have their
feelings and senses. You are able to reveal, summarize variety of
feelings and senses inside yourselves, your body and introduce
your feelings and senses into the ONE Unity of EVERYTHING
that
EXISTS
and
WILL
EXIST.

I can teach you or rather help you recollect how to feel Yourselves
and your bodies. NOW put your right hand on the heart. Do you
feel any emotions? The heart shows the Golden Section, Alpha and
Omega as extracted. The heart always feels the Source of SourcesCREATOR, Me, the ONE God as well as you, whole human
beings. That is why you should always feel your Planet, Avatar and
through your heart – My Light and Me. Do you understand why the
Sacred Connection through your heart goes into your stomach and
then it is distributed all over the body? That is why when the heart
stops it falls asleep and dies. Your Love illuminates you only
through heart. Do you understand? Your Love, not mine. You can
see and truly feel Me through your heart. Chi energies in the east
philosophy are heart conductor and the heart is a chi energy
conductor. Chi means savagery and source. You might have heard
about some people, who could feel and direct Chi energy inside
their bodies. They told about Chi energies coming and highlighting
inside their bodies, that made them alive. They told that with the
help of these energies they can grow lost organs and limbs. NOW I
am going to help you feel and see Chi energies by your inner sight.
Feel the sound inside, it is becoming louder and clearer. With this
growing sound you may hear crackle like on the high-voltage lines.
And now look into your body, you may see light-blue illumination,
covering
your
body
inside
and
outside.

Look around and you will see light-blue illumination everywhere.
Chi energies is a link to all energy combinations. And all possible
combinations follow Chi-energies. A question may arise: how and
where Chi -energies come from. I am telling you: CREATOR, our
Father, moving extensionally, is breathing eternally changing
Rhythm into EVERYTHING that EXISTS. If you follow the
movement of this Rhythm by the spiritual sight, you can see the
sparks coming out of it and distributing onto EVERYTHING that
EXISTS. These sparks are nothing more than Chi-energy. At the
moment humans are not able to feel and follow the CREATOR`S
Rhythm. In this connection I direct and redistribute the
CREATOR`S Rhythm to all inhabitants of the Earth. This is Me,
who transfers Chi-energies to all humans. That is why it is always
necessary, and I say it many times, to feel Me both mentally and
physically. At the moment at least 35 men on the Earth are able to
feel Me mentally and physically. But I hope after publication of this
book the number will increase.
For some reason people got used to live without feeling
Universal processes. I want to ask: why? Aren`t you inside all
Universes? Aren`t they highlighted for you? It`s just the same as a
clear lake reflecting stars, sparkling in the sky, but you can`t feel or
sense neither of them. But the stars reflected in the lake always
remind of themselves. And if the lake keeps on indifference, the
stars` energy will divide the lake into tiny cells of themselves and
conserve partitioned energy.

In this case there will be no lake neither physically nor mentally. Of
course, it is possible to resurrect the partitioned energy of the lake,
but it is impossible without the whole spirit of the lake.
I can`t understand those people, who are ready to insult or
even kill a man without feeling Universal processes, if a man
doesn`t fulfill an action according to their will. The war in Syria is
a confirmation to this fact. NOW the whole world is watching
events in Syria and can`t understand why does it happens in this
country. Many country leaders think that the third force can help in
problem solving, but, alas, the situation is further complicated by
these actions. People, wake up, can`t you feel GENERAL
processes. Can`t you feel Me and hear the CREATOR through Me.
You might tell Me that you have no idea about it. But I am telling
you: don`t deceive yourselves, you know everything but hide
yourselves behind the pride, ignorance and lie. It is convenient to
you, isn`t it? It is convenient to blame a man, who, in your opinion,
breaks the chain made by you. Note: by you, not God. It is also
easy to kill a man, who is blamed for chain interruption. You are
always looking for people, who ruined your chain and you are
angry with them. Aren`t you? Look, people blame each other
everywhere, if their life doesn`t keep on going in their own way.
People, who make chains and don`t feel God, in almost all cases
blame everyone, except themselves: their husbands, wives,
children, neighbours, workers of all fields. But why can`t you feel
deeply
the
GENERAL
processes?

Why can`t you feel Love? Why can`t you feel and see Me? You
should always feel and see Me mentally and physically, because
I AM the manifestation of Spirit on the Earth. I AM the
manifestation of all eternally extending energies in
EVERYTHING that EXISTS. I AM Alpha and Omega. I AM
the God existing in the ONE GOD. I EXIST!!! Do you
understand Me? If you don`t, I will give information for you to
understand Me.
This story happened in Dnepropetrovsk. This town used to be
named Ekaterinoslav. There lived a man, who always thought about
eternity. He always asked himself the same questions:
− What is eternity?
− Is it possible to be always inside the eternity?
− If it is possible, how is it going and what is necessary for
this?
There was an old cathedral in Ekaterinoslav. It was famous for
the icon of the Holy Virgin Maria. Monks used to say that it could
speak and heard its speech many times. So one day a man entered
the cathedral and came up to that icon. He was standing and
thinking aloud.
− All the icons show holy images. But where are all these
people? Aren`t they in the eternity?
At that very moment he heard a clear speech:

− Come closer to Me and I will explain you where are these
people.
He looked around, but there wasn`t anybody in the cathedral.
− What are you afraid of? – he heard again.
−

I am not afraid, just trying to understand who is talking to
me.
− Why? You came to Me many times and I always helped you.
A man was confused. The voice seemed to be familiar.
− I think I know You. All my body knows You. But I can`t see
You.
− But don`t you feel me?
− Yes, I feel You and understand that I know You perfectly
well.
− Rely on your feelings and you will understand Me, and you
will be able to feel the whole world through Me.
The man was standing and perceiving extensional processes
inside his body. Feelings came over him and he repeated.
− The whole world, the
whole world… He
exclaimed suddenly:
− The whole world is as eternal as me! That means I am
eternity!

− Yes, but eternity mustn`t be dead. It must be added to the
Rhythm of the One God and only then a man will be alive.
− Does it mean that all holies are always in the Rhythm of
the ONE God.
− Not always, unfortunately. Many holies forget the Rhythm
of the ONE God and are on their own. You might have understood
that all holy images on the icons are ordinary people, who may live
next to you. And their holiness was shown at the moments, when
they could feel, sense and hear Me. It is always necessary to feel
Me and the ONE God through Me in all existing moments. And
many saints felt Me and were inside their Space, feeling the
Rhythm of the ONE God. But NOW many people stopped feeling
Me and kept away from Me. But for you to understand me
correctly and not be obsessed, try to realize further on: saint people
are manifested by the CREATOR, the ONE God and Me. Only
through such feeling a man is a man. You didn`t hear My voice by
accident. I can be heard only by people, who are able to feel me.
Next I give you a hint, which will help you to find Yourself: the
whole man. At any moment of your life you should always be
concentrated on Me and feel Me, in this way all possible
combinations of cosmic energies are highlighted inside you.
Rhythm of the ONE God will be always inside you. Absolut will be
inside you because I shall be always inside you. As soon as you
realize that simple truth, your life will be filled with the eternal
sense. And feeling of the eternal beginning will be inside you.

All these feelings and senses, resurrected inside you, will be given
by Me.
Yes…, only in this way God can come to the mankind. But
people are illusioned that they can resurrect God only themselves. I
want to disillusion them and explain the Universal meaning of
Unity in Multitude for all people.
СREATOR, Our Father, after Adam`s manifestation on the
Earth explained him:
− Adam, you must understand, everything on Earth is you.
You are EVERYTHING. Every following man will be
EVERYTHING as well. I RELATED all with the Sacred Link,
coming from Me and connected by UNITY, which might be
manifested by multitude. And anyone will never be outside the
UNITY. In the UNITY, which is inside the multitude, the energy of
information is able to attend every single man, because the Sacred
Link, coming from Me will distribute My Rhythm. And if a man is
dropped from the UNITY, My Light will fade out for him.
Ions of the nonexistent time Adam was a conductor of the
Sacred Link and the keeper of the UNITY, which is only inside the
multitude. But he has been sleeping for 300 000 years and can`t
recollect Himself. I tried to wake him up, but he doesn`t wish to
know Himself much, as far as I understand. But the General
Universal Processes can`t wait for Adam to wake up. In connection
with these circumstances I took his responsibility and became the
keeper of the Unity in the Multitude. I am keeping and holding
inside
the
UNITY
of
every
single
man.

Feeling Me, you can gain UNITY inside you, which is in the
Multutude.
You see, life, all possible combinations of energies, Love,
Spirit of every man, the ONE God, Me – Zeranta and
EVERYTHING that EXISTS are in the UNITY, which can be
expressed only in the Multitude. People!!! Come back Our Home,
into the UNITY, into the one eternally extending Rhythm, coming
from the CREATOR. Люди!!! Variety of the Multitude can be
shown only in the combination of the UNITY of every man. You,
each of you, always felt Me and through Me – the Rhythm of
the CREATOR and we CoCreated Universal Creations
together. You Loved Me, and you could Love the CREATOR
through Me. There is some Love memory left in your cells.
Recall lost feelings and senses to Me and I`ll extend each of you
to EVERYTHING that EXISTS and WILL EXIST. I shall
highlight and direct you to your Love, which is also able to feel and
is being inside the UNITY. The ONE Love, which is able to help
and highlight every man if necessary, is also inside the UNITY.
And We are always glad to greet the ONE Love, which can be
highlighted by the UNITY in the Multitude. The ONE Love creates
Space covering all people. This Space forms a continuous Link,
which joins all people together. In such a continuous Link people
can feel harmony in communication, either in different affairs or
trades. I have already given you examples about people, who
without agreement brought their goods to the fair and those goods
were always in demand. I am revealing for you the true feeling Me
–
the
first
woman,
Created by the
CREATOR.

When I first manifested on the Earth, the CREATOR said to Me:
− Еve, You are the First Woman and the Original Mother of all
mankind. You will always reveal the Sacred Link, coming from Me
inside Yourself and distribute it to all people. The Sacred Link
cannot reach all people without you. Without you My Light and
Rhythm are not able to reach people as well. All Universal
processes are senseless without You. That is why I give You the
name - Zeranta: Bearing the Light, Bearing the ONE Source into
all Spaces, Bearing My eternally extending Rhythm, My feelings
and senses inside Yourself.
The seven couldn`t know about Me talking to the CREATOR,
they couldn`t know that Sacred Link comes to all people only from
Me. When they decided to betray Our ONE Space and cover
themselves with the Sacred Link their plans were not fated to be
carried out. But they managed to lead people out of the ONE
Space. At that very moment you lost the Link with Me, the Sacred
Link coming from the CREATOR, the UNITY, which can be found
only inside the Multitude. And when you lost EVERYTHING - you
stayed by yourselves. You were crying upon the Lord and asking
for His help. But it was in vain. I can help only when you feel and
perceive Me. Don`t you see? You tried to speak to the CREATOR
and ask for help, but it was impossible, because the Lord can speak
to all people only through Me. Don`t you see? And if you can`t feel
Me ,there is no possibility to speak to. NOW people are trying to
ask for help again . But I want to ask you:

− Who are you
asking for help?
You may say:
− We are asking saints in the icons. But I am asking
again:
− How can they help you? All your prayers and requests are
always coming to Me.
− So what`s the use from all icons in the cathedrals? And I am
answering you:
− There isn`t much sense in a great number of icons. When
people felt Me, the Space was opened for them, through which they
could be in the one Rhythm with the CREATOR and Me. But the
moment came, when just a few could be in such Rhythm. Those
people, not feeling or believing in God and Me, more often noticed
feeling and believing ones and were living under illusion that only
certain people could hear God and talk to Him. Later they painted
those people and brought icons to the cathedrals. And further on
they began praying to them and asking for help. But in any way the
painted images had to apply to Me. And these actions moved you
away further and further from Me.
− So, - you may say, - in all the cathedrals there should be just
one
icon:
the
icon
of
Zeranta?

−

There shouldn`t be just one icon in the cathedrals. There are
as many icons as necessary at the certain moment of timelessness.
But feeling Me – Zeranta must be at the cell level. Do you see?
You need a base under your feet to go ahead. And if a man doesn`t
have a true base he is weightless, out of God and Universal
processes.
It is always necessary to feel and realize your Source. And the
Source of every single man comes from Me and you knew this
truth. I always took part in CoCoCreation and your
manifestation. Before CoCoCreating a new soul and individuality
two God-men always concentrated on Me. Before CoCoCreating
a new soul two loving God-men were feeling and perceiving Me
and through Me they were feeling the CREATOR - Our Farther
and Love – Our Mother. And only in such extensional feeling you
could CoCoCreate a new soul and individuality. You could
CoCoCreate any Universal Creation. Only through such
extensional feeling you could feel God inside your bodies. Only
this extensional feeling of your Source raises and extends you to
the eternity, which is always in the Rhythm of the CREATOR –Our
Father.
.

Take your own part
In the previous book I was speaking through Sergey that
outside Our ONE Space ino-creators were manifested. NOW it is
my intention to explain that ino-creators were left without
extensional feeling and sensing the CREATOR. Our Father said
about creation of the one of the cosmic energies:
− Your creation will not be illuminated by Me.
Answering the question “Why?”, Our Farther said:
− I don`t wish to take part in anything doomed to inanimation,
degeneration and ugly existence.
To which the cosmic energy answered:
− The decision about creation of ino-creators has already
been made. Though, my creation is manifested outside Your ONE
Space. But you ought to understand: there is one more space
outside the ONE Space and it will compete with the ONE Space of
God-men. And if God-men somehow fall asleep, they will not
differ from ino-creators. You should also understand: if God-men`s
degradation overshoots the mark, cosmic energies may consider it
to be God- men`s weakness and will serve to ino-creators.

The CREATOR, Our Farther answered:
− All My children are God-men. And if My children fall
asleep, I`ll wake them up and remind of their Source.
NOW the moment has come, the CREATOR, Our Father was
talking about. And NOW the CREATOR has decided on the
experiment, which has never been carried out during the existence
of our planet and the human race. Farther and I wish to save all
people on the Earth and wake up every single man, who had
forgotten his Source. And for you to understand the importance of
this moment: to Be or not to Be, I am saying in advance:
− To Be, of course.
NOW, and I have already spoken about it, God will come to
every man and enter every family. I was asking you:
− Will you prove to be ready to meet your God, Me, the
CREATOR and Love? The moment has come for everyone and
God has come to every single man. Now for you to be ready to
live, you need to concentrate on Me and feel Me inside
yourselves and your bodies. I shall pass the Rhythm of the
CREATOR to everybody. If people for some reason are not be able
to feel Me deeply, the energy, entering your bodies, will tear you
apart into billions of pieces. How will you collect yourselves? You
will not be able to collect yourselves, torn into billions of tiny
pieces of energies. That is why I`ll conserve you. When the
moment for you comes, I`ll manifest you on the Earth again, but
only for you to be able to collect yourselves.

If you are not able to do that, I`ll have to conserve you again and
you will be waiting for your moment again. There has never been
such a process for the whole existence of the mankind. You could
just sleep without making attempts to wake yourselves up, but
NOW such indifference is unreasonable. We can`t wait any more
for your wish to come back into the ONE Space. This time it`s
going to make a big difference. NOW you will have to meet
Yourselves inside you. I am not sorry for any of you, because
sorrow is demonstration of indifference. And I Love you too
much!!! So there is no other way to wish your happiness!!!
Energies inside your bodies are awakening to co-operate with you.
That is why the Sacred Link is very important for you. Every day
you need to concentrate on Me, feel My Rhythm, which is
united to the Rhythm of the CREATOR. And when you get
accustomed to it, the Sacred Link will fill up your bodies. After all
there is no other way to control all possible combinations of cosmic
energies.
Now I am asking you the following question:
− Why do you think numerous lobes of the cerebral cortex are
too close to each other? We may say that lobes are joined together.
Can you imagine the different picture of your brain?

I`ll tell you that We name the brain in a different way. We
name and give definitions to all parts of the body, considering and
feeling General Spaces and processes. We are not just feeling
EVERYTHING that EXISTS, the whole Our Essence is inside
EVERYTHING that EXISTS. Our bodies are attraction of
EVERYTHING that EXISTS. Now imagine that in the Essence
many lobes of brain are transparent and illuminated inside. And
there are even more lobes in the brain than NOW. I shall take you
to all lobes of brain. And when you see and feel various
combinations of energies, their base, Link and eternity, you will be
able to revive all lost Links inside your brain.
Look: NOW the brain will be highlighted before you, crystal
and with three-cored formation. Look: each lobe of the brain has its
unique Light. You may look into all lobes and see shining Stars,
their light has an unbelievable quick moving. You will not be able
to find the end of numerous Star formation. You will not be able to
define where this moving is coming inside these Spaces. But I`ll
prompt you. Numerous lobes of brain are the range of eternally
changing, extending Spaces, into which you were admitted. You
can see the lobes constantly changing their form. Some are
extending and narrowing at ones, others are disappearing but
appearing again. If you look carefully, you will not see blood
capillaries or vessels, because there aren`t any. After all movement
of energies and information is distributing quite differently.

The man got the circulatory system when he had tuned himself out
of the General Space, Me and the CREATOR. There wasn`t any
circulatory system inside your bodies. You may ask:
− We didn`t have any blood, did we?
− You did. You had different organization of bodies. Your
cells had different organization and meaning. Blood appeared
inside your organisms when you began complaining of your
existence, feeling sorry for each other, killing and started blood
relations and blood feuds. People left the God and showed a
narrowed existence inside their bodies. The circulatory system was
necessary for you, because you repudiated your kinship with God
and brought another kinship with one, two or three people. But God
inside a man involved kinship of all mankind, flora and fauna. Onedimensional kinship made various Spaces vaguely absent for you.
But NOW God came to you and entered your bodies. The ONE
God is inside every single man, and I am trying to arrange Our
kinship inside each of you. The CREATOR renewed His extending
Rhythm, so through Me His Rhythm will enter each of you. The
Rhythm of the CREATOR is followed by the God-man`s
resurrection, that means your bodies, every single organ and cells
are being renewed. The missing organs are being resurrected inside
your bodies. Your brain, which is called an unconsciouslypurposeful system, is being rebuilt. But new reformation will not
give way to old prejudices. That is why it is very important to
extend both physically and Spiritually. You might ask:

− How?
− It`s not difficult, you just need to work in another Rhythm.
For instance, you should watch “Vangeliya” a recently released
film. In this film you`ll be able to see Vanga`s ability of telling
fortunes, feeling people, she knew which of 12 clans a man
belonged to. NOW each of you is able to feel and see the kinship
with every man as well. NOW you are able to see all relations.
Every single man on the Earth has to sense, see and feel the same.
Do you understand Me? You know, seeing, realizing, feeling and
telling people apart, as Vanga showed, is just the beginning or
starting, you should extend yourselves from. People got
accustomed to set up barricades of indifferency, losing their
kinship. People learnt that kinship might include three, two or one
man. And the rest of the mankind? What can be done with them?
What can be done with those, who are not felt deeply by you? Can
you answer? I think it will be possible when you understand and
realize Yourselves. Otherwise you`ll be driven to chaos and
despotism. You might say:
−

But you were saying there weren`t any chaos or despotism
in the world?! You were saying that the ONE God was
redistributing energy and information in order to help all people of
the Earth and all Universes? Yes, I was informing you about the
One God, who existed in all Spaces that exist and will exist.

− I explained you that the ONE God was trying to help every
single man, but, unfortunately, not all people are able to hear and
feel the ONE God. The ONE God has nothing to do except
redistribute the energy and information through people, who are
able to feel Him. And some people, who, either because of laziness
or other reasons, are not willing to feel the ONE God, are left
without his Light. Although the ONE God is always trying to
remind you of His existence and reveal the One, eternally
extending information. And if all His attempts are vain the
detestable and wrong actions are happening. People do such
horrible things…, if you tell it to nervous people, they will not be
able to live up to such disharmony. These actions may differ. I`ll
give just one example:
− Grandmother is constantly talking nonsense to her granddaughter.
She keeps on calling her and asking the same questions three or four times a
day. The girl was annoyed by her grandmother`s actions but she couldn`t
take her own part yet. If she doesn`t do that the following may happen in the
future: grandmother will re-incarnate into a man, who kills a girl for two
buckets of mushrooms and berries in the forest. And the girl will turn out to
be a granddaughter. NOW I am trying to change these events, but everything
depends on two people. The only thing I can do is to tell them how to avoid
such marasmus. NOW I am coming to grandmother and explain her what
may happen. I am in that situation shouting to the man:

− You won`t dare to kill this girl! Don`t you remember that she was
your

dearest

granddaughter

in

a

previous

life?

-

Recollect Yourself!, I am shouting with all my might. But
NOW I don`t know what will be at the end.

I am observing many such meannesses all over the planet.
And I want to ask a question:
−

How will you continue with such burden? Why do you
forget not only yourselves but your Kin as well? Why do you give
up God, the ONE God amd Me?
You often raise your arms to heaven:

−

Why did my baby die a year after the birth or 5, 10 years
after it? Why did my mother die being so young? And so on …
And I am always explaining to you why such things happen. I
am explaining:
− Feeling and sensing Me, Yourselves and the ONE God
guarantees understanding the General processes, which means the
long-lasting life. You feel the CREATOR and His Rhythm through
Me. I reveal the energy of Spirit and you collect Yourselves. You
collect your Love and extend into all Spaces. Feeling Me you start
realizing the General processes. Feeling Me, each of you is able to
untie any disharmonious knot and keep on living. Because it is not
so difficult to understand and feel EVERYTHING that EXISTS.

And your lasting life depends on understanding General processes.
And if a child, who was fated to live 5 years( everybody measures
his life by understanding General processes), starts feeling Me, he
will live 70 years instead. But if a man stops feeling Me and stays
inside his extension at any of his life stages, the fate will highlight
new rules and restrictions for him, which will be connected with
his age. It is necessary to feel Me, and I shall highlight the
Rhythm of the CREATOR for you. And the Rhythm of the
CREATOR illuminates and highlights all 12 clans. It illuminates
and highlights all your wives, husbands, relatives, children,
mothers and fathers, who are always out of time and are connected
with you. The Rhythm of the CREATOR highlights
EVERYTHING that EXISTED, EXISTS and WILL EXIST.
Vangeliya felt Me and through Me she could feel the CREATOR.
But it was just the beginning for further extending. It`s just the
beginning… It`s just the beginning for moving ahead. But for some
people this beginning is not clear yet. So what are we talking about
then? Love is trying to reach all people. It longs to reach your
hearts, to touch you and Its touch will extend you at once. NOW I
am observing all people of the Earth. You know, It`s a pity that not
all people can respond to the Rhythm of the CREATOR. But the
Rhythm of the CREATOR is your rescue. How can I get through to
you? How to show your real NOW, which doesn`t belong to time?
What should I do for you to pay attention to Me. You can`t live
without Me further on.
Do you see? Probably not!

I am thinking about people every single second. I feel and see each
of you. You see, sometimes I feel so sad that you can`t even
imagine. I need your Love as well. Do you understand? You need
Me as well as I need you. And this is not all. Look what may
happen to many people.
A man stopped in the middle of the street, he has been
standing there for half an hour and his eyes are full of sadness,
despair and emptiness. A girl was running next to him, felt cold and
stopped.
− What`s happened to you? – she asked.
−
−

I don`t know, but I feel like losing something inside me. I
know neither me, you nor God.
God? – the girl looked questioningly into his eyes.
− Yes, God, − the man said crying.

−
−

So what are you going to do next? How will you live?
There is no life for me, and the worst thing is that I had
never had my life.
The girl touched the man and pronounced:

−

It is able to see and feel everything and if you are able to
feel it, your life will change its direction and reach the Rhythm of
the CREATOR. And then you will find your place in the God.

The man looked into girl`s eyes and said with a tremor in his
voice:
− Who is She?
− Our original Mother, − said a girl with a smile.
− Where has she come from?
− She Has always Been and Will Be, - answered the girl and
ran in the direction, highlighted by the Original Mother.
There might be many such men as that one. People, who cut
themselves off the Rhythm of the CREATOR, will feel a painful
emptiness inside their bodies. And a man will not be able to go on
living. I am the only one, who can save you, provided that you are
able to feel Me deeply.

Eternal Source.
How do you think, what belongs to a man from
EVERYTHING that EXISTS and WILL EXIST? Think about it…
And I am saying, that is the Eternal source, which is never and
under no circumstances ended.
I want to ask you:
− What does the Eternal source mean for a man?
I think it is necessary to show you an example of the Eternal
source.
− At last the forest has got its mature, green colors, which
means the beginning of spring on the Earth, − thought a young
man, passing by the fallen tree. He blinked with a smile into the
Space of the forest and said:
− A moment will come and, like you, Spirit of the forest, I
will be able to disperse the wind and invoke the Sun.
− The moment has already come for you, - answered Spirit of
the forest. The young man stopped and asked:
− But why haven`t I felt it?

− You were preoccupied by yourself and couldn`t feel other
Spaces deeply. And this fallen tree is a proof of it.
− Tree? – asked a young man in surprise.
− Yes, − answered Spirit of the forest.
− But I have always dreamed of feeling the Space of nature as
You feel.
− I know and I always tried to help you. But you neither
wished nor wanted to learn.
The young man concentrated and began to recollect and look
through his life, as if he wanted to see when Spirit of the forest was
teaching him. But after fasting forward his life like a film, he
couldn`t see anything. Feeling the young man, Spirit of the forest
said:
− You might be looking for the beginning of your studies?
− Yes. But I can`t see anything.
− Neither end nor beginning exist. You`d better tell Me: why
did you blink Me while passing by the tree?
− I can`t answer, it came up spontaneously.
− Do you think it was a spontaneous action?
− But I can`t give another explanation.
− Tell Me, why did you pay attention to that tree?

− I was sorry for that beautiful tree. And I might have wanted
to revive it. Yes, I really blinked you.
- Do you think your feelings were incidental?
− I don`t know, may be not.
− You might have forgotten your reviving many other trees?
− When was it?
− When you found out yourself and the Eternal source.
− Eternal source? How`s that?
Spirit of the forest burst out laughing and said:
− The Eternal source exists in every single man. It exists in
EVERYTHING.
The Eternal source is you… You give the eternal source to
everything. It has always been and will be…
After these words the young man blinked and said:
− If I am the Eternal source I will eternally start and continue
many Creations and Cocreations. And how I enjoy it!
You could always do it and you can do it NOW. But there is a
question:
−

You should wish that in your lives. And if you don`t wish
eternal start for EVERYTHING, for yourself , what will you see in
your lives? Only something old or still. And how will you feel?
Will you feel yourselves? You will feel as well as your still
feelings,
senses,
starts
and
affairs.

In other words, you will not be able to feel and sense yourselves,
the Eternal source and Eternal extension, hence you will not be
able to extend yourself . And the question arises:
− How to learn feeling the eternal source and extension inside
yourself?
− Only through feeling Me, and through Me you will be
able to feel and sense many Spirits inside yourself. And you will be
able to pass these manifestations through yourself and show on the
Earth. All elements, Flora and Fauna, are based on Divine
decision. But in its turn, Divine decision was formed under the
influence of the CREATOR`S Rhythm. And you can feel the
Rhythm of the CREATOR only through Me. You might have
heard that man cannot survive on bread alone, but on Holy Ghost
as well.
How do you understand these words? I`ll explain that each of
you could survive only on Holy Ghost, coming from the original
source, the CREATOR and Me. You passed Holy Ghost through
yourselves and it was enough for you. You manifested CoCreations
and CoCoCreations through feeling the Holy Ghost. Through the
Holy Ghost you were immortal and eternally happy. Holy Ghost
revived you and your body. You didn`t need blood vessels and
veins, because the Spirit illuminated and connected you to
EVERYTHING that EXISTS. As I have already said, blood
appeared inside you when you disconnected yourselves from Me
and the Holy Ghost. After this the circulatory system was formed
and filled up your bodies. Blood itself doesn`t contain the Holy
Ghost, it contains only information about God`s denial. That`s why
you are afraid of blood. And when you get down to it, you are
afraid of yourselves and your actions. You don`t want to remember
Yourselves and the Holy Ghost but blood reminds you of the Holy

Ghost and you are frightened by the blood and by your own
appearance. Now think about how and by way of what are your
bodies kept alive?n I am not just asking, as people have always
thought that blood means life and you die if lose it. So, what or
who really supports life inside you? I`ll answer:
− My attitude and Me, My feeling the CREATOR, My
feeling the Holy Ghost, Nature. My Sacred Link supports life
inside you. But not the blood, which serves as substitution of the
Sacred Link. And that very man, who feels deeply my words, will
remake blood inside his body and reform on the Holy Ghost and
the Sacred Link. Then the man`s body goes through transmutation
and lights up with multi-dimensional, three-cored formation of
cells, which do not need blood, because they feel Me, the Sacred
Link and the Holy Ghost. Great changes are coming for the whole
mankind. The energy of information is already on the Earth and
this energy will need correspondence. If a man cannot transform
himself, some changes, which has never been before, will happen.
The God has come to every single man and the Sacred energy has
come with him. Everything that exists will change its code and
settings and manifest the new Everything with new code, that is,
settings. Men`s bodies, which are full of blood, will not be able to
keep back the Sacred energy. It`s like holding 20 tons of weight. In
reality he cannot hold in such weight. And such weight with
different code will destroy the man. And NOW this process is taking
place on the Earth. But I keep on persuading people to reform
themselves. I keep on, keep on and see what is happening.Those
people, not wishing changes, are remained immaterial in the darkness
and don`t wish anything. It is so strange, as the whole mankind is the
product of the CREATOR, and the CREATOR is the part of a man.
And this Part is constantly reminding its master about the Nature, God
and Me. It is strange that people do not want to hear the God`s voice,

but the CREATOR`s part is constantly reminding about Itself.
Because of this many people sometimes feel emptiness inside their
bodies. Because of this many people feel the necessity of actions,
which make them closer to the God. Because of this many priests pray
in churches… Whom do you pray to? Because of this you couldn`t be
calm and satisfied: neither from yourself nor from your actions.
Recollect…, recollect Yourself, because your present, which is outside
the time limits, depends on these actions. You can`t imagine that so
many things depend on your actions NOW. You will understand
everything when the moment comes, but it can be too late. It`s strange
to realize that people - manifested by God - do not wish to produce
God inside themselves. It`s more strange to realize that mankind has
thumbed down for a long time. Human blindness is shown in all
spheres of life. Again and again people set Utopian objectives
according to cosmic Spheres. They bedeviled all the Earth and didn`t
even think about consequences. So…, what else can be said about it…
Look back, feel yourselves and the whole Earth. The Earth is a living being,
and you are constantly exhausting its vital resources. I have lack of words
and a lot of emotions, which cannot stand human blindness. People are
nonchalant about themselves and the world around. But how, by means of
what will you live in the future if I take away My energy? You might
misunderstand Me, but I`ll explain. As I have already said, every man lives,
goes on the Earth, enjoying It`s spaces, plans his life, gets emotions in the
form of feelings and so on. But life inside you exists due to Me and My
world perception. Due to Me only. Do you see? But NOW I have taken my
energy away from all people of the Earth. What is left for you? If you don`t
feel Me, the stifle emptiness will appear inside you and nothing more. As I
have said, people will disappear, die and commit suicide massively. But
believe Me, everything will depend on you. Your life depends on your
actions. You will be disposed to yourselves. You will decide for yourselves:
to feel Me or not. To be in the Rhythm of the CREATOR or not to be in this
vital Rhythm. And believe Me, everything that takes and will take place, is
manifested for the first time on the Earth. I don`t mean that hard times are
coming. No. I am just saying about the moment, which leads all the mankind
to God. Do you understand? Every man has to decide: if the moment of

manifestation will be vivifying or stifling for him. I am and has always been
in the Rhythm of the CREATOR and I see everything from this height. I am
always feeling and talking to the CREATOR. I always pass His Rhythm
through Me and my body. And I wish the Rhythm of all Rhythms always
existed inside you. I wish each of you found and took Something, you had
lost or rejected. After all each of you has been in the Rhythm of The
CREATOR through Me. And there has never been a man, who existed in
such BEINGNESS. I wish each of you defended yourself in the Creative
Space. I wish I didn`t lose you. As I love you so much and my Love will
highlight and illuminate every single man, who feels and Loves Me. It was
and it will be always like that, this is the Source of feelings and senses of the
Lord, highlighted inside you. And it can`t be in another way. It mustn`t be in
another
way.

Zeranta and 12 human races
I remind all people on the Earth about 12 human races. There
was some information about 12 races in the Bible but it is not
complete. I`ll add some energy and information and highlight a
human race for every single man. There are 12 God-men, that gave
life to branches of Holy human races. After all, 12 branches of the
human race intercross and connect to each other anyway, but
people always felt the Source of the first God-man, who gave life
to the branch of his race. I have already told you that Sacred Link
goes through Me to all people, now I am drawing a conclusion:
through Me the Sacred Link goes to first 12 God-men, manifested
on the Earth, who were conceived by Adam and Me. Then the
Sacred Link goes from 12 God-men and spreads along the branch
of the human race. In this connection I want to reveal direction of
the branch for every single man. Family branches were manifested
with God`s blessing and are the man`s linker to the Source of
Sacred Link. Every single man must feel deeply the God-man, who
gave
life
to
the
one
of
12
human
races.

This action will show you the Sacred Link, coming from Me. You
may ask Me:
− Zeranta, we thought feeling and understanding only You,
the Sacred Link will be manifested in a man.
I`ll answer:
− You must understand: I reveal information in layers, and it
is extended one by one. You see, to feel Me deeply you should
feel deeply the God-man, who gave life to his human branch.
He is closer to Me and he is able to feel Me deeply. And through
him feelings and senses in full measure go to each of you.
Through the founder of your branch you can feel Me deeply. So
and in no other way you will be able to feel Me deeply. And you
always knew that. And believe Me, it`s not difficult. Helpfully I`ll
show you the God-man, you must feel deeply, and you will see him
very clear. He is your best friend, who will understand and help
you in any moment of timelessness. The first 12 God-men, in their
turn, must collect and feel deeply all people of the branch. It is you,
on whom depends happiness of your human race. It is you, on
whom depends whether your human race will get the Sacred Link,
coming from Me. Whether people of your race will be able to feel
Me and the CREATOR through Me. Collecting your race is your
task. And you know, whom I mean. Since this moment each of you
will see and feel people of your race, hence you should work both
with every single man and with all human race of your branch.

What is more: Zar, My first son, the first man, who appeared on the
Earth after Adam and Me, is to feel deeply people of every single
branch of the human race. It means that he has to feel all people of
the Earth. And only this way the Sacred Link will descend on every
single man of the Earth. The mankind must understand: the ONE
God has prepared an experience for every man of the family
branch. The first 12 God-men have already been performing a
contract and their direct responsibility. In this connection every
man of the family branch will be able to accept the Sacred Link in
full measure and extension. But if, for any reason, a man is not able
to accept the Sacred Link, the God will displace him in the family
branch. The thing is that every man is on his own place and inside
his own Space. His own place, where a man is creating and
CoCreating, is defined by the CREATOR, Me, the ONE God and a
God-man, who gave life to the family branch. And you must
understand that your place in the General Space was defined. You
must also realize: if you sprout without feeling the God-man, who
gave life to his family branch and Me, you will be displaced and
appear to be outside your own Space. You will appear to be out of
the Sacred Link, which descends and passes by you. I have already
told you that in some books of the series “Roza Mira”. And now I
am revealing the whole information. Now all the mankind, every
single man of the Earth, whether he wants it or not, is being alone.
And now you are to decide: whether I cover you or not, whether the
Sacred Link descends on you or not, whether the God-man, who
conceived your family branch, helps you or not.

God-man`s help is essential, because no one but Me and the Godman is able to understand and feel you deeply. For you to
understand: there will be no one closer than We in all Universes.
No one can help you. And Our help is very important. There is no
moving and extending without Our help. It was always like that
and it will be. This is the Source for every man. This is your
platform, where you cannot be fooled or removed from.
I`d like to ask you:
− Have you heard about Paй, where, feeling 2 inseparable
Spirits, all God-men lived? NOW I am the only one, who feels
Paй, made by the CREATOR for all people, existing out of time.
And I am the only one, who knows how to distribute Paй for every
man. NOW I am explaining the meaning of the word Paй for you
to understand what energy contains the word in reality.
PAЙ means the first feeling, first knowledge, beginning, first
extension, coming from the CREATOR. The last letters of the word
are senseless, that is why I add Я and read PAЙ-Я. And these letter
combinations contain the message, which I reveal for all people of
the Earth. Я is Me – the Original Woman and Mother of all
God-men, carrying and redistributing the Rhythm of the
CREATOR. This is Me, who gives extension to every single
man. PAЙ-Я was and will be always searched by people.

But why the mankind cannot still find those feelings and senses,
which are given by РАЙ-Я? Shouldn`t they feel РАЙЯ first and
then follow their eternal extension on the Earth and in their lives?
NOW I am revealing the information, which was concealed by
priests.
How do you think, why instead of extending all Spaces PAЙЯ was changed for senseless РАЙ? Because the seven were eager
to make substitution, that is why PAЙ appeared instead of
extending PAЙ-Я. This substitution confused the mankind. The
seven took away the energy and the sense of this word, cutting the
last letter Я. They wanted to displace Me - the Original Woman and
Mother - but I was and will be always with all mankind and in
EVERYTHING that EXISTS. People misunderstood that Paradise
was left out of perception. But I always reminded about My
existence, that made PAЙ-Я possible. I always explained people of
the Earth: I am the Original Woman and Mother, feel Me and
you will find yourself in the state of PAЙ-Я again. I always
directed and asked you to feel Me, the Original Woman. And NOW
again I am disclosing the original energy and information in the
book “Roza Mira”. But this information is not new, each of you
knew and realized It – information giving start to energies of
extension. You knew about 12 human races. You knew about 12
God-men. You knew and realized Me, and you felt the Rhythm of
the CREATOR through Me. About 200 thousand years ago I passed
the energy of information, concealed in the book “Roza Mira” to
the
mankind
through
Zar
(named
Zarya
then).

But at that moment not all mankind accepted the volume of
energies, coming from the CREATOR and Me. This caused an
awful disharmony. In this connection NOW the CREATOR and Me
came to the following decision:
These events, having caused mankind`s destruction on the
Earth, should by no means repeat again. NOW the mankind doesn`t
know that 200 000 years ago there was a critical moment for all
inhabitants of the Earth. Unbelievable disharmonious actions took
place on the Earth at that moment. These actions took place only
because some people considered their pride more important than
God. At that moment I revealed full energy and information. I
showed 12 human branches for all people of the Earth. I told all
people about 12 God-men, who conceived their human branches. I
also informed people that Sacred Link, coming from Me, may be
felt only when every man is able to feel the God-man, who
conceived his human branch. But the following happened.
Many people felt and understood Me deeply without
falsification. But many people by mistake considered themselves to
be “Elite”, who must be the first to accept the Sacred Link. These
people put themselves higher than God and decided: by any means
take all the Sacred Link. Feeling the Rhythm of the God, you could
say: « This action is not possible». Yes, so it is.

It is impossible to perform such action in the eternally extending
Rhythm of the CREATOR under no circumstances. But at that
moment there weren`t any Ellonite deposits on the Earth. Ellonite
is a crystal structure of the Sacred Link, which is physically
manifested on the Earth. You see, in many moments the God-men,
feeling Me and the CREATOR, could manifest the Sacred Link on
their hectares. Ellonite filled up God-men`s hectares with its
structure and transformed the Space of all hectare. It could be
reproduced only when the God-man was able to feel and sense Me
and the Rhythm of the CREATOR deeply. Containing the Sacred
Link to excess the God-man with the CREATOR`s and My blessing
concentrated the Sacred Link on his hectare and reproduced
Ellonite deposits. But people, who put themselves higher than God,
decided: “ Ellonite was manifested in quantity on the Earth, that
means we can use this Sacred Link on the Earth. So, what are the
rest for? We are the only important people for EVERYTHING that
EXISTS”. It was their decision.
With all my might I tried to explain the truth and the source.
But these people just laughed at Me. And the following happened:
constructions similar to pyramids were built on all continents of the
Earth. On the hill of the highest construction indifferent to the God
people fixed the Ellonite, not belonging to them. Later it started
shining and reproducing the Sacred Link. It radiated only because
the God-men wished to give away the light of their Ellonite. They
hoped that the light, coming from the Ellonite, would reform and
harmonize
people,
who
gave
up
the
God.

The Ellonite radiated yellow-and-blue light and let off columns of
rays, which twist with other rays of Ellonite, fixed on other
continents. Rays of Ellonite twisted tightly, covered the Earth,
keeping and increasing Its vibration. And people, who wished power
for themselves, began to transform their bodies to stay on the Earth
forever. They managed to do that part in some measure. The Ellonite
helped people by its light and energy. But the Sacred Link didn`t fill
up their bodies in full measure, that is why every single man, who
wished his power on the Earth, died. Anticipating his death, the man,
named Partogiy, Malogeya`s son, who rejected the God, decided to
destroy the Ellonite`s light. This decision was made for a good
reason. He began to realize his father`s meanness and others on his
side. Partogiy arranged a universal strike, which led to the
mankind`s destruction on the Earth. The Ellonite`s light went out
and the Earth was empty. It wasn`t the Flood. No, it was the
Ellonite`s Light, that couldn’t stand despotism on the Earth and
reproduced a huge explosion, that caused death of living beings.
So it was…, that is why the CREATOR and Me made up a
decision: to prevent repetition of the same events. And we
reproduced a cooperative moment, in which people would be able
to accept the Sacred Link. This moment will perform selection of
people. Selection in feelings and senses of all the mankind and
every single man apart. In other words, if a man wished the Sacred
Link for himself and kept his head down without taking good
actions for himself and EVERYTHING that EXISTS, he will be
replaced
in
his
family
branch.

And the Sacred Link will avoid this man. He will be left without
Sacred Link till his responsibility for himself and EVERYTHING
that EXISTS wakes up. People, who took the responsibility for
themselves, wished their extension, will be illuminated by the
CREATOR, Me, the God-man, who conceived his family branch,
and by the Sacred Link. For people, who took responsibility for
themselves and EVERYTHING that EXISTS, such words as death,
depression, illusion, illness will disappear, because the God will be
reproduced by them, and there aren`t any stifling notions for the
God. For the God only extension and the Eternal beginning EXIST.
That is so and it WILL ALWAYS BE so!!!
***
Further on I`d like to disclose the energy and information of
my ancestors. This energy will help you in all good undertakings.
You will recollect every man of your family branch and recognize
your relatives. Each of you met people of your family branch many
times and were related to them. Family ties between people in the
family branch were different: husbands, wives, children, mothers
and fathers, grandmothers and grandfathers. You will also recollect
Love, that illuminated you by its light. You will recollect the
infinite wisdom of all your ancestors. You will recollect
EVERYTHING that EXISTS and WILL EXIST. And it will happen
first
for
many
ions
of
inexistent
time.

NOW fix your spiritual sight on ALL Spaces of EVERYTHING and
you will be able to see Me. NOW I am manifested before you. I am
wearing a white dress, embroidered with red roses. I am disclosing
ALL Spaces with my right hand and you can see 12 branches of the
human race. Entrance into 11 human races is closed for you NOW.
But there is one open entrance and it is very familiar to you. This is
your family branch. Welcome! NOW your race is inside your body.
You can hear songs, laughter and see many actions of the people of
your race. And now turn back and you will see the God-man, who
gave life to your race and family branch. He is standing under his
family branch. You may think, that all the family branch goes
through his body. That is so in reality. And now look deeper, look
behind the God-man, who conceived your race and you will see Me
and My Space. But you will be able to feel Me only through feeling
and seeing the God-man. NOW I am in front of you. You can see an
incredible number of projects. You can see many finished projects,
but they are replaced by the new ones. This is My Space and nobody
can enter It, if I don`t wish to accept anybody In It. You, each of
you, knew the truth and the origin, which you could open if it is
necessary. You knew and felt how to see and feel Me from time to
time in timelessness. And I was always glad to help you in any of
your undertakings. You knew My entrance! You knew …!
NOW I am opening My Space for you again. But I want to
warn: you will be able to enter My Space and see Me only after
seeing and feeling your family branch, the God-man, who
conceived your

family branch and only then through the God-man you will be able
to see and feel My light. You cannot see Me and My Space directly.
Now I can explain you and show some life moments, when
people cooperated with Me in Galactic and Intergalactic Universal
Projects.
− Stepan, − said Helen loudly.
− Yes, mum.
−

It`s time to be ready. I felt calling of Our original Mother.
− What are we going to take?
− Nothing, because
EVERYTHING.

EVERYTHING

is

manifested

in

Stepan and Helen came up to the middle of the hectare and sat
opposite to each other.
−

We have some time to discuss the manifested moments, said
Helen. – Look, son, I`ll show you the entrance into the source, to
our original Mother.
− But what for, mum?

−

I always wanted to tell you about it, but there wasn`t a
suitable moment. So NOW is that very moment for you to feel
deeply
and
see
the
origin
and
the
source.

Look: our Space is in one of 12 family branches. Our branch, one
of 12 family branches, was conceived by the God-man, who is one
of 12 Adam and Eve`s first manifested children. Our family branch
was manifested so that people of our race could find the origin
easily.
− Mum, tell me, how and for what we should find the origin.
− Don`t be in a hurry, because you can miss something
important. You must understand the following: you are not alone,
We are standing behind you.
− Whom do you mean by saying We?
− Listen. We are very close to you. But We must be always
felt deeply. You must always feel the God-man, who conceived our
family branch. Then, feeling the God-man, you can feel and see
HER – our original Woman and Mother. She is carrying and
passing the origin, coming from the CREATOR. You have nothing
to be afraid of while feeling and seeing the origin
− Did you feel deeply and understood everything?
− I did, mum.
− Now I am leaving for another Space. I must be there.
Helen`s body melted and disappeared. Stepan kept on looking
at that place, where Helen was sitting a minute ago. He was
sitting and feeling some extension inside his body and these
feelings made him say:

− I understood everything and felt deeply, mum. Fly where
you are needed and I`ll take my place in our family branch and my
Space, I shall wait for the moment of communication with Oor
original Mother…
All of you could feel Me deeply and in the right moment
manifest yourselves in Space, where you must be. In addition I can
say that many of you knew and understood the possibility to
discuss some questions with the God-man, who gave life to your
family branch. And such understanding of general Space, general
moments and projects were possible only for sensible people. Less
sensible people always tried to bother Me by different nonextensional questions, and find the way out. But in the situation,
when you can`t find the way out and in, ask the God-man for help.
I have always said that he is closer to Me than you, that means,
feeling Me, he can always help you. If he sees and feels the
importance of my action, then, feeling the God-man, you will see
Me. Such understanding and feeling Me is very correct. Example:
if you are diverted over trifles, you can obviously miss something
important in your Space. It is always necessary to understand. And
many people understood that truth piously. And NOW all mankind
need to learn feeling and realizing all possible Spaces of
EVERYTHING and recollect the golden section of all performing
and performed actions. It is very important, because without
realizing the golden section in your actions the disharmony
appears.

In general, NOW the mankind are living by trials and errors. But
what makes Me angry: almost no one learns through errors. You
make errors and repeat them again. And such misunderstanding of
general processes is shown in almost every single man. Every man,
being reborn in the next incarnation, has to meet his insensibility
and lack of understanding both himself and all the general
processes. Many men and women, because of insensibility, being
reborn again, meet the same undeveloped actions. Walk twice into
the same water. And I see only the one way out: to go through
wrong actions every man has to recollect many moments in his
previous incarnations, which caused disharmony. There is no other
way to become Yourself. That very feeling and understanding
Yourself in EVERYTHING that EXISTS brings light into your life.
Lack of understanding makes the mankind live for the moment. No
one cares if the present, real tomorrow will come. I want to ask
every single man:
− Who are you?
But the answer will be like this:
− I don`t know for sure who I am and where I go. Some
people can say:
− We are people and our mission is to make life easy and
comfortable.
After such answer I always ask people:

−

How can you build your lives if the general and your
disharmony, manifested in your lives, are following you? If in your
previous lives you couldn`t go through your silly actions, which
caused your collapse and losing yourself and your happiness?
It`s not a secret that in many men`s lives wives are like
persecutors. But without understanding general processes,
Themselves, men think their beautiful wives persecute them in all
affairs because of great love to them. But that is not Love. Turn
back, people, and look through your previous incarnations, you will
see the same actions of your beautiful wives. When you see, you
will understand the following:
You deserve only wives, having the same intentions: to
separate you from all the world, your Space, which needs you and
fill up your outlook. But these thoughts and actions of your wives
happen only because you let them doing that. I`d like to give you
an advice: if you can`t feel yourselves deeply, that is, take your
own part, look at your wife`s behavior. You will see, that she
separated you from real You. Concentrate on everything you saw,
look through your incarnations, in which your wives did the same,
then go through, correcting the disharmony and wake up quickly. If
you need to divorce, just do it, you have nothing to lose, you`ll get
more by far. So in many situations men appear to be on the
women`s
places.

Only in such situations women have to recollect and collect all
incarnations and go through them. Only in such situations you
could see where you conceded the disharmony, that caused losing
yourself. When you see yourself in many incarnations, you will be
able to fix the moments of your loss, that means you will be able to
go through all moments of losing the energy of Yourself. I touched
on this theme again: losing the energy, that is also Yourself. I want
you to understand and feel deeply: you don`t exist, there is only a
small part of you. That is why many people are not able to
understand that Love EXISTS! True and real, burning and caring
Love! But the mankind falsely assume: «Love appears when we are
attracted to a beautiful woman or a handsome man». You think that
woman`s beauty or man`s handsomeness discover Love? No, this is
a false opinion. Because of it many men and women have to
change their lovers. Understanding the man`s beauty is constantly
changing, because the word beauty itself involves multidimensional
faces or clues. In real life feeling the beauty may be possible only
when all multidimensional faces are perceived by a man, therefore
you are able to open any of doors, leading to the harmonious
beauty. But if multidimensionality of faces is not perceived by you
the beauty is perceived in fragments only. For example: a man saw
a beautiful woman and at first sight he liked everything in her. And
this first opinion may last for months or years. A man falsely
assumes it to be real Love. Being in Love with a tiny fragment of
beauty, he courts a woman. He may propose to her, but he doesn`t
suspect that a beautiful fragment doesn`t highlight the essence of a
woman.

One-dimensionality
of
such
love
causes
hopeless
misunderstanding each other. People can`t sort out their feelings
and this causes wrong actions, which confuse you. You may ask:
− Why do people see only fragments of beauty?
The answer is evident: because the mankind and every single
man feel only a small fragment of the complete Themselves inside.
This small fragment sees in multidimensionality of EVERYTHING
only fragments of wholeness. Love can be felt only when a
fragment of you, in other words, a puzzle turns into outline of a
human image. But it so happens that at a flash Love might
highlight wholeness in you. And so you feel ground under your
feet, like a bird in the sky you can see the world extensionally and
do many puzzles. But this happens when a man wishes to feel Love
deeply from the bottom of your heart. Just after man`s
manifestation on the Earth, that is after his rebirth, Love joins all
scattered fragments of your energy and reproduces wholeness
inside you; wholeness, which lets you be Yourself. After Adolf
Hitler was born My Love and his Love joined many scattered
fragments of his energy, manifesting wholeness inside him. Do you
think he was the man, who occasionally became someone,
respected and loved by all german nation? Far from it, his
wholeness, recollection inside human body and My light
highlighted his way. That was to happen. I mean that the man had
to
take
the
dominant
positions
in
his
country.

But how did he dispose of his power…? I can`t put the blame for
everything only on him, as I have already said, he was following
the way, shown by Me and his Spirit. But no one wanted to help
him. He had neither friends nor sensible fellows in arms, everyone
had an impact on him. I can blame him only for losing his light of
Love. And just this caused the world war. But I am saying again: if
only a few people had accepted the energy of Roza Mira, he
wouldn`t have lost his way. He was eager to find the light of Roza
Mira, but this light had never been highlighted by anyone except
Me…
For one reason or another the mankind don`t wish to realize
the possibility to live happily. The Fragment outlook doesn`t allow
people to see the general Space, where the One God summarizes
numerous Spaces and finds out the derivative. According to this
derivative, the mankind, feeling the God`s Rhythm, draws many
faces. These faces extend life spheres. And you are also extended
with them. Many people could say:
− Of course, it is good, when life spheres are extended. But
where and how can we find facilities on these extensions? As we
need money for everything.
People somehow mistaken, thinking that money will appear
only when a man tears himself to pieces, trying to raise money.
This one-dimensional understanding Yourself – complete man –
will
not
add
freedom.
And
the
God
said:

- May there be food for you! Let there be everything you wish!
But there is time for everything.
Time, which is defined by you. But it is necessary to
understand the following: the mankind is so delusioned that a man
cannot realize himself the only one, who manifested everything
from people`s lives. And you, people, only you can make your life
full of happy moments, taking your breath away. The light of your
wish must come from you only. And from your light you will get
all possible facilities in time. If people don`t understand this, they
are stuck to everything: job, money, wife or husband, child,
thinking how and where to earn money, etc. But, believe Me,
sticking will not give you everything you wish. No, this will not
happen, because you cannot highlight your light, which leads you
to everything you wish in time. You could disagree saying the
following:
−

But what about us? Every second we are trying to think
over and highlight our wish and requests to life. Aren`t we
radiating the magnetic light?

−

You see, if you were shown the way you make your wish
cards, you would be shocked. You are being soaked with the
consumer feeling. And this feeling was constantly imposed on you
in every incarnation. A man has to live and wish only what is
imposed on him. There isn`t your wish, there are only wishes,
imposed on you. And you follow them blindly and arrogate to
yourself.

And the most dramatic: you, based on someone else`s ideas, start
searching facilities for yourself. So, is it possible to talk about the
light, coming from you? You will not see this light till you feel the
wholeness inside you, till you realize your wishes, till you
understand that only your opinion is helpful, till you realize that
you, only you are important for yourself. And this is truth!
The mankind must realize: I am the man, I am
EVERYTHING, that may be. I am the man-Light. I am the mantruth from all existing truths. I am the man – CREATOR`S Son. I
am the man – CREATOR`S Daughter. The derivative of my
thoughts and wishes enters the world from me, CREATOR`S Son
or Daughter. I am the Source of all sources, because the CREATOR
presents the Source, descending to the Original Woman, and then,
coming to all people of the Earth and other Planets. So, what can
prevent Me, the man, CREATOR`S Son or Daughter from being
Myself? Only I, the man, can prevent myself from being complete.
I always said and keep on saying: people, you all are God`s,
realize this truth. When you realize, anyone will be able to fool you
and impose their outlook, which makes the illusory world.
EVERYTHING that can be makes each of you. NOW look at
yourself in reality. And you will be able to see the nonsense. There
is much misery inside your body, that is why you are miserable by
Spirit. You should live with 2 inseparable Spirits. Then, the light,
which causes your moving and moving of all Spaces. will be
always
highlighted
in
your
lives.

I am the Original Woman, giving the truth of your Spirit to
every man. I am the keeper of all human truths. Take care of
yourselves! I want all the mankind to be in one Spirit. As such
conscious understanding was always in all Universes. In such Unity
there are moments of unbelievable multidimensional movement. You
can`t even imagine what happens in such Unity. All cosmic energies
are looking forward to meaningful Unity. They know: as soon as the
mankind recollect and collect Themselves, movement of the Unity
in multitude, illuminated by the One Spirit will start in a moment.
And then all Universes will revive in multidimensional and multifaceted volume. Then an insight of Itself will come to every cosmic
energy. Cosmic energies, are waiting for the moment. And I also
wish the voluminous movement with you. As living in happy
moments is so interesting and vivid. No words can describe that.
How I wish the mankind could feel deeply themselves and realize
the existence of many imposed wishes and possibilities. And the
only way out of illusion of someone`s possibilities and wishes will
be opened for every single man. But to find the way out to Yourself
and your wishes a man has to protect himself from vampires and
consumers, and the truth will start entering your body. People`s
bodies will change their settings and codes. Old, illusory settings
will be changed for the new ones, which let you feel real happiness
and Love. Your cells will be changed and revived, perceiving and
discovering all Universes and Spaces for you. Your bodies will be lit
up with all possible wishes, your own wishes only.

Wishes, coming from your souls. Wishes, illuminated by God. Do
you remember when Moses gave food and water to his people in
the dessert? His wish to help people was coming from his soul and
Spirit. It is Holy Spirit, from which the physical Spirit may
manifest man`s wish on the Earth. And you always knew that. But
you forgot. It`s time to recollect! By way of Sergey I was
describing in the book “Reproducing moment” how the boy,
named Talos, from Tysch temple in Tibet recollected Holy Spirit.
He recollected: what was manifested on the Earth and illuminated
by Holy Spirit. Holy Spirit, illuminating and highlighting all
possible Spaces, concentrates all cosmic energies. The physical
Spirit accepts concentration of all possible energies from Holy
Spirit and manifests the molecular rhythm on the Earth. Only in
this divine combination Creation and CoCreation appear on the
Earth. Holy Spirit must be highlighted in every single cell, so there
are no borders and limits for a man. «May He who makes peace in
His high…!», − people say in temples. But I add: Holy Spirit keeps
man`s soul Holy. Holy Spirit illuminates and highlights you in
EVERYTHING that EXISTS and WILL EXIST. Only Holy Spirit
recognizes Truth among all existing truths. And for you to
understand: Holy Spirit is an inseparable part of you. The
CREATOR can speak to you through Holy Spirit. And I take Holy
Spirit of every man to the CREATOR and from the CREATOR to
you. Everything is so easy and simple, that I want to tell you:
− You all are God`s children and you, more than anyone in
EVERYTHING that EXISTS, are allowed to be Gods and be
Yourselves. When Holy Spirit of every man fills up the Earth, then
unusual
wonders
happen
indeed.

Your Wishes
Now I wish to reveal the following: they say, every man is
given as much as he can cope with. But I don`t want you to be
limited by chances. That is why I am saying:
− Every man is able to make his wishes come true. And only
you make your wishes. That is why there are no possibilities and
they have never existed. We can often hear that a man had a happy
chance and he didn`t lose it. But this is not truth. There aren`t any
chances at all, because when a man wishes his Creation, Holy
Spirit concentrates wishes and manifests his Creations through
physical Spirit on the Earth. I was always saying and I am saying
again: don`t be afraid of yourselves. Don`t be afraid of your
wishes. Don`t be afraid to manifest your wish. But, unfortunately,
not all mankind hear Me. Again and again people don`t wish to
hear themselves and don`t wish vivid moments from themselves.
Many people build their lives stage-by-stage and these stages are
often copied from other people. You watch other`s sense of life and
follow it blindly nowhere. As soon as a man develops himself and
covers many spheres of life, enviers appear, who are trying to stop
human
development
without
taking
any
measures.

In general, the word зависть appeared in man`s lexicon because of
human degradation. Analyzing the word зависть, you can see
freezing of all cosmic energies. The first syllable “за” means loss
of two inseparable Spirits. In such loss appears a swirl, sucking on
everything, and when a man is deeply sucked on, he doesn`t want
or wish anything. He wants the only one: hide behind other people.
And being behind them, it is possible to reproach every man in his
actions. The second syllable is “вис”. I add missing letter and the
syllable gets new meaning: виснуть, hanging on other people,
living by way of other people and their wishes. And the last
syllable – «ть», or ты – means you, a man. You, a man, has stuck
in the non-existence and from there you are reproaching all people
of the world, that you are the only one, who is not allowed by God
to move further on. But I always explained and showed in
examples that you, not God, lost Yourself and link with God. You,
man, isolated from yourself the link of two inseparable Spirits. And
now you are afraid of being isolated from life-giving Divine
Rhythm. In this connection I want to give an advice to the
mankind: stop manifesting the dead energy of jealousy and enter
the living life. We, Gods, are all there! But such decision needs
courage to confess that you, man, has made a living off of other
people`s lives, but not your energy. You, man, have been going
over one illusory cycle in search of happiness. But going through
the illusory cycle, you were throwing yourself into Tartarus, but it`s
getting more difficult to take yourself out of there.

You cannot see the light of gladness and lightness any more,
because only through Holy Spirit the physical Spirit perceives these
clear energies. And you, man, isolated two inseparable Spirits from
yourself and is now shouting about your rightness. So, if it is
acceptable before you, everything will be as it is now, but only for
you. Because people, who wanted God`s Rhythm movement inside
their body and soul, will become Gods, for whom the illusion,
carrying unhappiness, will disappear. And these actions have already
been happening in people`s lives. That is why, I, the First Woman,
manifested by the CREATOR, inform all people of the Earth:
−

Since this moment the God is dividing people into those
from God and those people, who decided to live only in the illusory
world.
As a result, I am warning people, selected by God:
− Give up people, who stuck in the illusory world. This
means the following: NOW the energy of EVERYTHING changed
its settings. And if people, selected by God, following old,
anachronistic abutments, harming themselves, start sympathizing
and helping other people, who wished to stay in the illusory world,
instead of going in one rhythm with God they will move away from
Him. Later on I have nothing to do but disconnect you from My
Light and Holy Connection. Because the moment has manifested
on the Earth, which will tear up all unreasonable connections
between husbands and wives, children and parents, between all
people of your race in your family branch. This moment will bring
to light all disharmonious and vampire elements. Now the mankind
will find out visible emptiness inside themselves and their bodies.

Looking at your bodies, people will be injured by craters, formed
by disharmonious actions, which show man`s attitude to God, to
himself, relatives, world and all people. The mankind will see rot
inside their bodies. It will cover many parts of physical bodies.
When the rot fills up more than 50%, your body is paralyzed.
Cutting man`s body, many surgeons cannot understand how and
where the grey rot, looking like slime, comes from. Till this
moment many people have putrefied from inside, but couldn`t
notice the grey slime. But NOW the manifesting moment will
reveal and highlight everything inside you and people will see
themselves extensionally. But this extension in every single man
will turn out to be different from others. That is why every man
will meet real himself and you will go through yourselves alone.
Those, who don`t want working with Divine rhythm, will not be
able to go through themselves and clear the emptiness, filling them
and their bodies. You could ask Me:
− How can we go through the extension, highlighted by Holy
Spirit?
− In the previous books under the title “Roza Mira” I said, that
NOW all mankind have to set themselves up for another Rythm,
having many branches. Branches of the Rhythm are inseparably
connected with the CREATOR`s Rhythm, My Rhythm and the
Rhythm of your Holy Spirit. NOW all people of the Earth need to
look through their incarnations and discover all disharmony. I shall
help each of you, but you should always remember: I am just
helping to highlight your incarnations, discover your disharmony,
but you should go through yourselves alone. NOW the moment has
come, which discovers and reveals the real position of mankind and
every
single
man
apart.

Everything that was many ions of non-existent time will be
manifested in every man`s life. And again I want to ask every man:
−

Have you prepared yourselves for meeting Holy Spirit? Are
you ready to meet the energies, highlighted for you Here and Now
by Holy Spirit? Will you be able to meet real You with dignity with
all harmonious and disharmonious moments? Will you be able to
meet God, you were always escaping from? So what are you
saying? Are you ready for such changes?
And I hear men`s shouting, abusing holy things. Many people
still are not ready for multidimensional actions. But the manifesting
moment has already gathered multidimensional pace on the Earth.
Shouting, abusing and blaming everything are deathful nowadays.
There is no time left any more for every man on the Earth. Because
every man is highlighted by Holy Spirit, being out of the family
branch. For all mankind this means that a man can manifest
everything happening just Here and Now and all possible
combinations of cosmic energies only Here and Now. Just Here and
Now you can change the course of ancient history. No, there is no
such conception as to leave a time unit so that to use it later. All
mankind became addicted to time units. Every man put into time
units the past, the present and the future and extended them. You
had opportunity to move around time units and reduce or extend
many life situations, without going through them.

You could also steal Holy energy for your needs. Many people
could enter a particular time unit and steal someone else`s prayedin energy and use this energy for selfish purposes, for example: use
a large sum of money, which belong to someone else. But the
manifested moment highlighted Holy Spirit, not having time
conceptions, for every man. Sometimes I cannot understand when I
see many people trying to catch non-existent time. In all
manifesting moments I am trying to explain these people that a
vivifying moment has come, for which there is no time. But not all
people understand Me and this fact is very painful for people, who
are catching non-existent ancient time. People are falling into
illusions, which are not possible to escape from if you don`t believe
Me, believe in Sacred Link, the ONE God and Holy Spirit. Some
people believe that a man came of a monkey, following
evolutionary grades blindly. But evolution doesn`t exist itself and it
has never existed. You could ask Me:
− How is it possible?
− And I answer:
− Evolution was invented and introduced into human lives in
order to extract feelings and senses, connected with God. There
isn`t evolution because there isn`t eternal extension, which has
nothing in common with evolution. I can spell out the word
эволюция and you will become certain that the energy, introduced
into this word, makes people blind, seducing them into illusions.

The first syllable - «эвo», but I add missing letter and the first
syllable will be the following –
«эвос» − giving illusion. The second syllable – «люц», but I also
add missing letter and the syllable will be the following «люци» − a tiny piece of reality. And the third syllable will be like
this – «яц» − end. So what do many people believe in? Just in
illusory, partial and scrappily imposed idea of something that
doesn`t really exist. And imagine life of a man, who believes in
evolution. It`s time for all people of the Earth to wake up and
collect Themselves, even if they will start from scratch. This is
reality. I was always saying and I am saying: it`s better to be in
reality than illusion. Many people hear Me and understand that they
live in the illusory quality of life. But they don`t want to move in
the reasonable direction. And in such situation I always ask:
−

Why many people, feeling and understanding that real life
is out of their perception, don`t want to make a move?
And I found out the following: people have lack of faith in the
moment Here and Now. Faith in Me, the ONE God, faith in
themselves and Love. So, the reality is like this. But it is difficult
for people to find faith inside themselves. It is possibly easier
believe in illusion than real and multidimensional extension. But
there is nothing real and vital in the illusory world. Just fragments
and echoes of someone or something. As the result, mankind go
through illusory echoes and fragments of the manifested matter
again. Ask Me: why people go just through the fragments of
manifested
matter?

The answer is evident:
− Many ions of non-existent time priests introduced just
fragmentary echoes of the present into physical world. People, not
feeling or understanding reality of the Holy Rhythm, believed in
everything, prepared by priests. But priests wished only power over
everyone and, because of their selfishness, they set illusory traps
for all mankind. And all people of the Earth fell into these traps.
The mankind restrained themselves by visible things only: body,
clothes, house, money, etc. But this is not all. People, restrained by
visible matter, managed to change their priorities. For some reason,
money, food, houses and cars became larger than their bodies and a
man himself. That is why, a man, not having the Sacred Link,
plunged headlong into buying material values. But do you know
which is the greatest sin? The greatest sin is betraying Me, Holy
Spirit and true Yourslf. You can ask:
− So, why is it godless, if we earn money for living on the
Earth?
I shall answer and My answer will be familiar to the existing
truths:
− It is possible and necessary at the moment to earn money,
but without moving away from Me, Sacred Link, Holy Spirit and
true Yourself. Do you understand Me? If not, I shall explain in
example
then:

A family of two people lived in a small settlement. Pietro and
Anna were young marrieds and waited for the baby. But Anna
could not become pregnant. In two years Pietro decided to talk to
her:
− Anna, we have been trying to start a family for two years,
but in vain. And I came up to the conclusion that we need to go to a
large settlement, called Sladovnik. I got to know that in this
settlement lives a woman, named Maria, who helped many people
to have a baby.
−

Pietro, I am feeling and I know that a moment will come
and I will be able to manifest our baby on the Earth.
− And when will it happen? – asked Pietro.
− May be tomorrow or may be in a year, I don`t know for sure
when the moment will come. But it will certainly come.
− But how can you know and even be sure about it?
− I cannot explain you what I feel.

−

I cannot understand you. I cannot sit and wait for that
moment as well. That is why I have come to a decision: if you
don`t want to go with me, I shall go alone.

−

I cannot stand in your way so I`ll be waiting for you, Pietro.
After these words Pietro packed quickly and set out shortly
thereafter. He counted that it would take 23 days to get there. He
took
certain
sum
of
money
for
every
day.

But in 10 days he spent all his money.
− So, what is the next step? – asked Pietro.
− How to survive 13 days more – Pietro was sitting under a large
tree and thinking. All of a sudden, the sky turned grey, the wind
started blowing and it started raining heavily, even a thunderstorm
erupted.
− Thunderstorm is the worst thing I need now. - he mumbled.
Thunderstorm was erupting again and again close to Pietro
and he thought: «I need to go further not to be stroke by
thunderstorm. So, let chance decide! I could meet the God». Pietro
started running but didn`t notice the root on the ground and fell
over. Lying in the wet grass, he felt as if his hands and legs didn`t
hear his thoughts. Pietro was afraid and started shouting for help.
− Help, − he was shouting. But nobody could hear him except
the tree, heavy rain, wind and thunderstorm. Lying in the wet grass
he suddenly heard a voice:
− Spirit of lightning, will you help this man?
May be you don`t care about him?
− Why do you think so, Spirit of the tree? I`m just trying to
feel this man so that to help him.
After this dialogue Pietro heard some cracking noise and a
heavy blow on the head. After the blow he fainted away.

− What brings you here?
− Who is talking to me? – Pietro asked at a loss.
−

Didn`t you recognize Me? Leaving your physical body, you
were always talking to Me. But NOW you haven`t left your body
completely and it happened for the first time.
− Are you God? – asked Pietro again.

−

All people are Gods and I am God too. But I remember You
and you don`t remember Yourself.

−

How can it be? My name is Pietro, I am 25 and I have been
living in the settlement all my life.
− Yes, it is right, but before incarnation on the Earth, you
have been with Me and we were planning your Earth incarnation.
Do you remember?
− What do you mean? Where? I can`t recollect…

−

Don`t jump to conclusions, just feel Me deeply and you will
see Yourself.
Pietro tensed, trying to feel the other person, but he couldn`t
recollect.

−

I cannot simply recollect. Will you help me? – asked Pietro.

−

Certainly, I will, but my help can be just on the Earth. And
now it`s time to come back.
Pietro opened his eyes and his body filled up with the smell of
the grass.

− It is so strange, that the rain has stopped, but it feels like it
has never rained,- said Pietro, standing up.
− What has happened with me…? I remember the rain has
started. I remember my fall and heavy pain in my head. I might
have fainted away. Oh, I also remember someone very native. Who
is he? How and where were we talking with him?
Pietro looked around, but there was nobody next to him, just a
powerful tree was standing not far from him.
− My greetings to you, powerful tree, - said Pietro. Later on
he noticed that he was talking with trees. – That`s queer, but I feel
and understand what this tree is thinking about. I might have
frightened you by shouting,- he said to the tree. Then he felt the
answer inside his body:
− That`s not so, I wasn`t frightened, I felt just care about you.
That is why I asked Spirit of lightning to enlighten you. And Spirit
of lightning decided to visit you.
− Was I talking to him? – asked Pietro.
− I think, you were taking to Her.
− Who was she?
− The Original Woman, She is the only one, who knows you
better than anyone in all Universes.
− Wait, wait, it seems that I have recollected Her. I know Her
and I have always known Her. But how could I forget Her? How
come? How could I live without remembering Her in many
incarnations? Wait, wait, I have recollected my feelings and senses,
coming
from
the
Original
Woman.

I have always felt and loved Her and couldn`t live in another way.
So, my life has always been happy and filled with sense and
meaningfulness. What has happened to me? Why has I become so
senseless? Now I understand Anna and her feelings and senses, as
She, the Original Woman, tells her to wait, and then our child will
appear on the Earth. I couldn`t believe her and acted foolishly,
behaved as a child. It`s time to go home, Anna is waiting for me.
− How to understand that God is presence in everything, that
may be on the Earth - said Pietro aloud, coming back home. – I am
so happy to feel and perceive my woman – our Original Mother.
Now everything is clear: many people live only by selfish thoughts
and so did I. And now I understand: such careless attitude toward
EVERYTHING that EXISTS, causes degradation and Universal
disharmony. The mankind are trying to take to pieces not only
their lives but other people`s lives, Flora`s and Fauna`s lives. We
are planning not just tomorrow but all our life. But it is not right! It
is not right to plan God, because God IS an endless and eternally
extending, multidimensional energy. We are always trying to limit
God by our thoughts and actions. And then we are surprised: why
isn`t there happiness and Love in our lives? But how can they
appear inside us, if we don`t feel, don`t perceive and don`t
understand the Rhythm of God? Yes…, r i g h t a r e t h o s e
people, who name such people as I was, not of this
world.

So true. How can we live in such world, if we limited ourselves by
selfish thoughts, which are broken into small pieces, as soon as it
comes to serious things. We are talking about ourselves as “the
holy of holies”. We are proud, but constantly complaining about
some problems. We are blaming everyone, who doesn`t share our
opinion. But how is it possible to share one opinion, if we are
divided into pieces? We cannot share one Creation, if we don`t
teach ourselves to feel and understand our Original Woman and
Mother. But what is strange, many people will certainly say, that
they are chosen to be at the head of the state or all the world, and
announce themselves the director of particular people. Yes…, this
is a strange psychology. But such people have neither feelings nor
senses of the ONE and ETERNALLY EXTENDING. Otherwise
they wouldn`t think about the power for themselves only. And what
is strange, all these people will go somewhere I have recently been,
and the Original Woman will be talking to us. What can they
answer Her questions? How will they live with their selfishness?
She will certainly ask how you will live further. What do you want
from life? And if you don`t feel and understand the Rhythm of the
Original Woman, the Rhythm of the ONE God, the Rhythm of
Holy Spirit, there is no need to talk about life. She, the Original
Woman and Mother, will certainly ask every man about his
intensions and, on this basis made the celestial chart of the next
incarnation. And next we are born and blame others, because we
don`t like our position. But we determine our position in all
existing Spaces for ourselves. And now I realize that the greatest
sin, the greatest betrayal is to betray our Original Woman.

And if a man betrayed Her and didn`t realize his action, he is
destined to loneliness, he is alone and it is not possible to find the
way out without Her help. But She, the Original Woman, can
help a man, who betrayed Her, only if he realizes betrayal and
wishes his coming back into the ONE FAMILY. Just in the ONE
FAMILY we are illuminated by strong sense of life. Just in such
union we can wish from the depth of ourselves the eternal
extension not only for ourselves but for EVERYTHING that
EXISTS and EVERYTHING that WILL BE.
Telling you about the man, named Pietro, I wished to show
mankind the greatest betrayal on the Earth.
−

But are you ready to understand what I am talking about
NOW? I am not just asking, I know, that loneliness is common for
many people. The mankind are mad about themselves and
accepting Me is equal to the heavy loss for them. But how will you
exist further? NOW the manifesting moment has changed old codes
of settings. It means: it is necessary to extend yourself into all
existing Spheres and Universes. But I am asking people, who don`t
wish to accept Me:

−

How can you extend yourselves into all Universes, if you
think
that
I
am
not
so
vital
for
you?

Will you be able to stay on the Earth if it has changed its settings?
Do you think it is possible to live with old view of life? No, and no
again! Taking the world for your own benefit, you will not be able
to exist in this world because your bodies will be isolated from
EVERYTHING that EXISTS. You might say that you have lived
this way before. But then I covered each of you with my Light, and
NOW I shall cover by Myself only those people, who have come to
love and accepted Me. The rest will stay without My Light. And I
am saying: there is no Space for those people, who withdrew from
Me. Even an ant is dangerous for you NOW, not to speak of Stars
and the Sun. You might ask:
− Why will the Sun be dangerous?
− The Sun is now highlighting all spectral and eternally
extending Light of the Central Sun.
You will certainly ask about the Central Sun, but I shall say
the following:
− The Central Sun was manifested just because every man of
the Earth and not just the Earth started losing Himself and his
Light. The Light, coming from all people, started to concentrate
and formed the Central Sun. That is why, when you feel and
perceive Me, we are in one and the same Rhythm. Being in one
Rhythm with Me, you are moving to the Central Sun. Otherwise
you are moving to the Maltese cross. But the Maltese cross is
highlighting only outdated and illusory energy. The energy of the
Maltese cross is the total creation of priests, that means, moving to
the Maltese cross, you are moving away from the Central Sun, that
is
your
true
light.

Moving away from yourselves, you become further from the
manifesting moment, which highlighted and set up new codes of
settings on the planet and in all Universes. And if the highlighted
real life is not available, any Creation can be dangerous and strange
for you. непонятным. Even if a tiny ant, that was moving in the
new settings, bit you, you can die. If the Sun, containing the light
of the Central Sun is shining on you, you can be torn up.
NOW I am not trying to frighten you. I don`t need it. I am
just revealing the present for every man on the Earth. Those, who
are not be able to accept Me, will not be able to accept the God.
That means, the Holy Spirit will stay outside your perception. But
the Holy Spirit of every man is NOW entering you and your
bodies. And you cannot even imagine that Holy Spirit will behold
inside your bodies. You cannot even imagine His disappointment.
Every single cell inside your bodies will not be ready for meeting
you, the whole ones. And I warned every man: God help you if you
are not ready to meet the God. Because He will enter every family
and every single man. Did you think that couldn’t happen? Did you
think I deceived you? Loving everyone, I warned you to put on
white clothes and
be ready to meet Holy Spirit.

And what I see NOW? Just a small group of people put on their
white clothes and were ready to meet Themselves, but the rest
didn`t prepare themselves for meeting their God. It`s sad to see this
scene. But I am not in the habit to get upset easily, because I am
ready to meet all Holy Spirits. Nothing new…, even if there are
only three people on the Earth. Then so be it. But if there are three
thousand people, it will be the victory.
Yes…, life is so wonderful, one can but marvel, when people
don`t feel or understand Me. For every man I have prepared
multidimensional and eternally manifesting moments of happiness,
joy and Love. Without understanding multidimensionality
БЫТЬИЙЁЙ some people can say:
− Why do You, the Original Woman, prepare some happy
moments for us? Aren`t we like You?
Being with God and Love, I am answering:
− You see…, to create vital, eternally extending moments, it
is necessary to realize not only complete You, but all complete
people on the Earth and all Universes. Only my first 12 children
were able to understand this level of extension. Anyone else among
people in all Universes could ascend such level of extension.
Happiness, joy and Love are on the level, which I have just
described. That is why only through Me a man can be really happy,
joyful
and
filled
with
Love.

I am revealing the whole variety of multidimensionality and
wholeness of every man in all Universes and show the energy of
information to every single man. You can feel Me deeply by feeling
and perceiving your family branch, the God-man, who gave life to
the one of 12 branches of the human race. Feeling each of you, I am
sending you the extended energy of all human races. I am showing
you all Galaxies and Universes. That is why there is nothing secret
for each of you. And you can be multidimensionally happy in every
manifesting moment HERE and NOW. Only this way. There is no
other way to be happy. A man, who restricted himself by prejudices,
is not able to be happy. So, reincarnating from life to life, a man
forgets about happiness, joy and Love, and has to speak about these
feelings as referring to the past. Actually it may seem for such a man
that happiness, joy and Love are timeless and can gleam for every
man. So, a man is able to feel happiness, joy and Love by small
fragments. You couldn’t live unless you were able to find these
multidimensional energies. Your life would be senseless. I often ask
a question:
−

Is it possible that the mankind are happy being in the eternal
illusory dream? Is it possible that every man doesn`t wish eternal
extension?
Just think:

− Why did the CREATOR ask Me to reveal and provide you
with the energies of extension of the manifesting moment?
I shall answer instead of you:
− The CREATOR wishes that every man inherited eternally
extending multidimensional energies. Do you understand His
intentions? Do you understand that He loves you and wishes to see
every man close to Him? He wants to talk to you and CoCreate
multidimensional Projects with everyone. Don`t you wish to come
to the multidimensional level of extension? Don`t you want to
obtain Love in your hearts? Don`t you wish to obtain Your Light,
warming and illuminating all Spaces of Everything? The Light,
coming from you, covers all Galaxies and Universes in one
millisecond. But, perceiving through multidimensional Light, you
can be in every Galaxy and Universe. You don`t need spaceships to
cover long distances. I have revealed the information for you and I
am adding: there is nothing impossible for you to feel and use for
any purpose or task. So, stop violating the Earth, your planet. Your
wishes may entirely come true. You must understand that the Earth
is a living body with its organs, and life-creating liquid runs in Its
veins, connecting the Earth with all Spheres. This liquid is called
“oil-fuel” by you, and I am the Sphere-detector. Did you think what
can happen if you take more than 50% of Sphere-detector?
Certainly, you didn`t. I`ll tell you one story, that has already
happened on the Earth and each of you has taken part in it:

− We are hapy to welcome you on the Earth, living and the
most beautiful planet in EVERYTHING that EXISTS, − you
always heard, manifesting on the Earth. And each of you felt,
perceived and realized the Holy place, where you manifested. You
did love this planet. Y ou were 1500 years at that moment and you
knew that within a certain period of time you will transfer to you
Spheres on your Planets. But each of you was always dreaming
about incarnating on the Earth, as it was the Holy Land for you.
Because multidimensional Projects were CoCoCreated on the
planet, called the Earth, and you wished to participate in this
creation. You knew that CREATOR CoCreated a wonderful, fairy
and the most beautiful planet, it was a present for His children. You
understood that God-men lit the first, the most beautiful bunch of
Stars from the Earth and then many Universes highlighted the Light
of Galaxies. And you knew that, not only knew but honored the
planet. And every time you manifested again on the most beautiful
planet you were expressing your gratitude:
−

Thank you, our dear Father, the CREATOR of the Universe
and a man. We give thanks and wish our cooperation. We know and
Adore You.
Further you approached to Me:
− Our Mother, the Original Woman, we love and feel You, and
we feel the Rhythm of the CREATOR through You. Dear Zeranta,
we are always planning our Mutual Rhythm, we are grateful to
You,
Love
and
the
Earth.

You wished to be on the Earth and, living on your Planets, you
were waiting your turn.
But… in one of the manifested moments in timelessness a
man, named Chvailos, after appearance on the Earth said to all
Universes:
− My Brothers and Sisters! I am the God`s son and wish you
all extension. But there`s more: I want meeting with each of you.
My goal is “give and take”. For every brother and sister I have
prepared a present, I wish to give you when we meet.
I didn`t understand his intentions at once, but the revealing
moment showed Me his true face. He wished to meet the
CREATOR by going around Me. Anyway I couldn`t understand
why he wanted to spoil the Sacred Link. Even NOW I cannot
understand why he started his intention. It caused the focus of
many thoughts on his personality, but he selfishly downloaded the
energy of the Light on himself. Then many people just threw
themselves under the bus. Being manifested on the Earth Chvailos
started enslaving people, who focused their Light on his
personality. Enslaved people began to forget Me and Themselves.
He knew if many people focus their Light on him, there will be
some removal in family branches and all Sacred structure, made by
the CREATOR and Me will crash. I was always going out of way
to prevent this despotism, but I didn`t get help from people, who
expressed their gratitude to Me and the CREATOR.

The trap, made by Chvailos, enslaved almost all manifested and
manifesting people of the Earth. Just a small group of people
trusted in Me. But step by step they fell asleep. Chvailos and I have
been fighting for multi-ions time stages of non-existent time. I fight
for reconstruction of the family branches and the Sacred Link…, he
wants to put an end to everything, created by our CREATOR and
God-men. I am very upset that the main part of mankind was
always following Chvailos blindly. You, people, suck the oil out of
the Earth for his needs. He understands and always understood: if
to suck 50% oil out of the Earth, the mankind will lose Her support.
The Earth will not be able to focus all possible Spheres and
distribute the energy between all lives, filling Her spaces. Chvailos
knows and understands that the sooner it happens the better it will
be for him. Since this moment I ban oil extraction and give a
multidimensional speech:
− Inhabitants of the Earth, I am Zeranta, warning you: stop
bedeviling the Earth, sucking all possible resources out of It, oil in
particular. Since this moment every single man, connected with oil
production, will fall dead. Let it be!
In all moments of timelessness I told the mankind that it was
possible to live without oil and gave projects to those spheres,
which needed oil utilization. These projects revealed eternally
endless energy, that can be used for people`s needs.

You definitely heard about the cold current and the man, who put
this project in place. With the help of Nikola Tesla I looked through
all possible variants of introduction the energy, that will substitute
oil on the Earth. At that moment I found and fixed all people
connected with Chvailos and I needed this work badly. The energy
of the cold current has many restrictions and concentration of these
energies was unpredictably chaotic. Nikola Tesla couldn`t
understand why these powerful energies couldn`t be matched and
didn`t find necessary concentration. I realized that the energy of the
cold currect has no progression, necessary for the Earth and
mankind. But at that moment I had to find the way to introduce an
incredibly powerful and multidimensional energy. There is a more
powerful and extending energy, I call its multidimensional variety –
Markfis. The Energy of Markfis radiates a quick transmission of its
concentration in any place of our Galaxy Golosshpervashli.
Markfis is so effective that light speed cannot notice its
electromagnetism. You cannot even imagine what scientific
progress the energy of Markfis will cause. NOW the suitable
moment has come and I give the discovery project of the Markfis
energy to the human race. But, knowing that Chvailos will
interfere, I shall reveal the project only to those people, who love,
feel and trust in Me. They will not betray Me and introduce Our
Project on the Earth within a short time.. Sergey, in 2014 you will
have to write down the book, titled “The Light of Markfis”, and I
will tell people through you how they can use the energy of
Markfis.

And NOW we have to reconnect
multidimensional energies for all mankind.

and

redistribute

The energy of the manifested moment is already highlighting the
Source of the family branches on the Earth. NOW every single man
has to take his place in the family branch. Every single moment I
shall highlight all people, who want to feel and perceive Me. So,
moment by moment We shall unite into the ONE family, in which
We all are Creators and CoCreators. NOW I invocate you to feel
Me in all eternally extending multidimensionality, as everything is
changing and extending every second, that is why it is necessary to
keep pace with My Rhythm. Feeling Me, you perceive My Rhythm
of endless moving in your bodies. I advise you to hear your body
every morning and during the day. Some changes will take place
inside your bodies at that moment. The cells of your bodies will
change their structural code and change their perception. The
perceptions will be more apparent, distinct and real than never.
Organs in your bodies will change their place and have familiar
sight. There will be some changes in the area of your head and you
will be able to see many holograms, which will show you Mutual
Projects in pictures. NOW everything is changing and I have been
invocating all mankind to this moment more than one century: for
many centuries they said that the long-desired moment would come
and the God would illuminate all the Earth by his light. I have
prepared you for this moment. I took care of you, knowing that: if a
man for any reason is not be able to accept God inside himself, he
will be scourged by God. This divine scourge will have some
devilish
features.

And people, who didn`t wish mutual moving, will have to be
confined by the Devil. For many centuries people were afraid of the
mystical Devil, considering him to be evil, but now you understand
that both evil and good do not exist. That is why the Devil is not
the custodian of good and evil, he volunteered to help Me so that to
forge all manifested and not-manifested illusions and pick up all
people, who will not prepare themselves for meeting the God. Jesus
went down into abyss and you know, his aim was to warn the
human race about the moment of selection: into Mankind and
people, who trust in Devil. Just being in the abyss, Jesus loudly
made his speech, which in timelessness warned all prisoners about
the time left for the chance to believe in Me – Zeranta, and come
out of the devilish confinement. And now the moment has already
been manifested. NOW meet God on the planet earth! Meet God in
your houses! Meet God into yourselves and your bodies! So be it!
NOW all mysteries will be revealed and people will wake up.
I shall embrace and show your true Space to every single man, who
feels Me deeply. The True Light of happiness, joy and Love will
come from Ukraine. From there will start and has already started
moving of My Rose of the World, which informs every man about
the ONE Family. From Ukraine freedom will spread into mankind
and all the Earth. Emancipation from slavery and delusion will start
from Ukraine too. I shall show all people, who has been somehow
involved into sacerdocy for selfish motives. NOW These people
should repent to Me and go through the energy of sacerdocy,

correcting and harmonizing the energy of the Earth, all mankind
and all Universes. At the moment these actions are important for
both you and the general Space.
NOW everything is changing and these senses should be felt
gutturally. Multidimensional energy, balancing the general Rhythm,
is introduced into changes of every moment. And if you don`t feel
My Rhythm or go through such vivifying moments, you will
possibly fall out of the family and stay out of the new world. It will
be difficult to enter the Rhythm of the Unity in Multitude from
there. That is why I am invocating My people to perceive Me and
My Rhythm. Let Me show you one more example about feeling
and perceiving Me.
Early in the morning the alarm clock rang in the room and a
young man, named Brooklyn, opened his eyes.
− It`s time to wake up, - said Brooklyn in a weak and sleepy
tone. – I have got a lot of work today.
Brooklyn got up and went to the kitchen, where he found a
cup of morning coffee, made by coffee machine. « A strange dream
I had this night, − he thought, drinking his hot coffee. – Where
have I been this night? And with whom? Some strange feelings are
coming over me. So strange sensing of my body, as if someone
entered my body and stayed inside me. I cannot understand…».
After a cup of coffee Brooklyn came to life, finished some
actions and left for work. In the office a routine work was waiting
for him as always. He sat at his table, switched on the computer

And started looking through the last offers. At noon Brooklyn felt
tired and sleepy. He tried to cope with fatigue and fell asleep at the
table.
− Hello! – he heard a familiar voice.
− Hello! Who are you?
− I am the Original Woman and Mother of the mankind.
− You know, it seems to me that you are inside my body.
− These senses are true, cherish them and I will always
illuminate and help you feel deeply all possible Spaces. And now
wake up, your director is coming.
There was a rough and loud clap and Brooklyn woke up. In a
second the door was opened by Adrean, his director.
− Brooklyn, I have an attractive offer for you. Look at the
latest documents of the single European market. I have found a
very good deal for us and our company.
Brooklyn took the documents and in an instant had strange
feelings: all his body was chained and he felt as if someone wants
to empty his body.
− I won`t do it, − said Brooklyn.
− But why…? You didn`t even look through the documents, I
gave to you.

− I am saying again: I won`t do it, that`s all.
− I am saying again: I won`t do it, that`s all.
Adrean was standing with his eyes open wide and couldn`t
understand
his
companion.
−

Did you wake up on the wrong side of the road? I offer a
good deal and you say no. I cannot understand you. Don`t you care
about our company?

−

You see…, since now there is nothing I won`t care about.
But I feel this deal is total fraud.
− How can you feel if you didn`t see the condition of sale?

−

Touching was enough to feel greediness of those people,
who are waiting for someone to fall into their trap.

−

I am not persuading you. I am your director and make you
work. That`s enough. I order you to carry out the most important
deal of the company and get down to signing an agreement, −
Adrean shouted loudly when leaving the room. The door clicked
shut behind him. And Brooklyn took the documents again and
threw them on the floor.

−

I am not to obey somebody`s orders, − putting hands behind
his back, said Brooklyn loudly. – I am the man, God`s son and
anyone but God can order me, − he said, going around the table. –
If it is necessary I will quit and if I want I will find another job.

− Don`t draw conclusions, − he felt speech in his body.
Brooklyn sat at the table and started waiting. He had been sitting
till evening. Leaving the company office he suddenly heard a
voice:
− Adrean was dismissed. What are we going to do now? Just
wait till we are dismissed as well. No, we must undertake
something, as it was he, who pushed this deal. We must go and say
it to the boss.
− What if the boss thinks that we wanted to swing this deal.
− We will tell him that Adrean insisted and threatened us: if
we don`t sign the agreement he will dismiss us.
− Yes, that`s right, we must tell the boss that Adrean made us
to sign this … agreement.
These two people were also dismissed, because the ONE God
is in EVERYTHING. And NOW every man will have to be
responsible for his actions. Feeling Me, Brooklyn could feel deeply
the situation and reply for himself. I helped him, but only because
he could feel and sense Me. I appeared in his dream for a good
reason. There are neither coincidences nor occasions. The day
before he made his speech, on the spur of the moment, and it was
the following:
− God, if You hear, help me. I am so tired of going around in a
circle and can`t see the sense of such life. My life is like a dream
and I am making a fuss in it.

Help me to leave this nightmare. I know You exist and I feel You.
I heard a message, coming from his heart, and came to him. I
filled all his emptiness and led him into all existing Spaces of
EVERYTHING that EXISTS. Everything is in his power, because
all events showed their real intentions. Feeling Me inside his body,
he will be able to find his own way, the way to Himself. I am very
glad for him and I will be glad for you as well.
Don`t be in haste to live and don`t set the bar, for moving to it.
These actions will certainly bring you to a deadlock, which is not
possible to escape without My help. You must realize that there is
neither day nor night. Just the moments exist, which by
highlighting, show you multidimensional actions. Do you
understand what I am saying now? The Mankind became addicted
to benefit. You count days and nights for yourselves when planning
something. But God is always multidimensional and every single
moment is new for him. What do you think, how many manifesting
moments a day are able to highlight their conditions for
multidimensional actions? Neither one nor two, but thousands. You
see, thousands! And you often say:
− Tomorrow I will do this and the day after tomorrow I will do
that.
You are wasting your life, by such silly actions. Life is coming
by and you can`t feel it deeply. You make conditions and reach
after them. That is why sometimes your life is so hard and
disgusting. Your soul wishes to be in EVERYTHING that EXISTS,

and you discover unidimensional existence, without feeling. Did
you pay attention to senior people? Look closer at them and you
will see their ageing. A man seems to be energetic and needed
when he is young, but after a long period of time he is alone and
not needed by anyone. Don`t you see queerness in these events?
As it had to be quite the opposite and a man must be needed and in
demand to 60, 70, 80 years. Have you ever asked why it happens?
I will answer: because you are planning certain events every day,
every week, every month and year. It seems that it helps to achieve
perfection in your lives. This is self-delusion and emptiness. And it
is said not only in the Bible that God will take care about our
future. Have you heard about this information? You have and each
of you was aware of it. So why didn`t you listen to that? Could that
be easier to live like that? Yes, that`s easier to do or feel nothing.
Because, feeling and perceiving, you must be out of the time every
single moment HERE and NOW. And this is a great Work, I must
say. You will certainly say that you work hard and get tired every
day. But I shall reveal your activity. You wish to vindicate yourself
so much that you are getting more and more sophisticated in this
art. When somebody says to Me: “We are working hard”, I always
ask:
− Tell Me how does it help the Earth and all mankind? How
does your work help you?

Then I hear similar answers, for example:
− I take coal and work 9 or 12 hours a day.
He takes coal… You don`t say so! You just devour our mother
the Earth, harming not only the Earth but all mankind. I`ve heard
from people that just their job is the most important. You know,
I`ve found out that nowadays if a man doesn`t feel Me, his activity
has a harmful influence on the Earth and all mankind. So this is
reality, but many people don`t wish to know it. But there was a
moment, when many people appreciated and respected the Earth.
You all felt and loved Me and all Spaces of EVERYTHING
through Me. You always understood multidimensional moments,
which highlighted the energies, you were connected with. And you
realized the power of every moment. Neither days nor weeks,
neither months nor years existed for you. You could live and be
happy in every manifested moment. Feeling the moment, you could
manifest your Creation and then, the manifesting moment could
extend. Feeling the moment, you could say loudly:
−

Our Dear Original Woman! We feel you and wish you to
manifest in the same family and finish multidimensional projects.
in the following incarnation.
Together with you we discussed our actions. It was still in life.
You see, it was consciously. And NOW? Don`t you know the way
you discuss with Me your following incarnation? It`s just a passion
to
illusion.

You are constantly wishing this or that, or both. Without
understanding the general processes you raise your desires and
wishes. And I have to explain everyone what is vitally important
and necessary for you: it is important to manifest in this family and
discover all energies. But you start arguing with Me and saying that
you wish this but not that I am offering you. This is a vicious circle.
It`s time to break the samsara circle and manifest yourself in
reality. So being in reality and feeling Me, you can plan your
endless lives, because there aren`t many lives in reality, but the
only one. The one – eternally young, extending and eternally
happy. Life, that knows neither borders nor restrictions. Life,
having many branches, which have a great number of works as
well. You became addicted to one or three works and think you are
not able to cover more. Certainly, you can! You must cover all
possible Spaces of EVERYTHING that EXISTS and WILL EXIST.
Just in such multidimensional БЫТЬИЙЁЙ you are able to extend
more and more. Life becomes unbelievably beautiful and every
single moment of your life you feel and perceive the new organs,
appearing inside your bodies, which are to extend you physically
not only on the Earth but so far behind Its borders as well. So far
that you can`t even imagine at the moment. And every single
moment of life, you must always feel and perceive Me. It`s a
compulsory condition. I am the only one, who can wake you up
and direct to the search of Yourselves. I am the only one, who can
extend you to multidimensional: happiness, joy and Love.

I am the only one, who feels you and understands what is
necessary and vitally important for you at the moment. I am the
only one, who was always Sacred and vitally important. You all,
without exception, Loved and protected Me. Feeling Me, You
always wished Me many happy returns. And I was always happy to
meet you. I know and I am sure that a moment will come in
timelessness and each of you will tell Me:
− We are feeling You, our native and dear Woman.
And I am answering you:
− I am also feeling and understanding each of you. And you
are very close and dear to Me.
I know and feel this moment. And you?
Be continued…
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